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e crowd of evil fellows came on, Dick suddenly seized· .the British.. office:r, raised him a .ove
bis head and hurled him at the mob. The Liberty Boys quickly sprang to
Dick's side, ready to assist him.
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CHAPTER I.

HELPINl¾ THOSE IN DISTRESS.

"I think those fellows are making trouble again, Bob."
"It looks like it, Dick, but that is nothing new for
them."
"We may have to take a hand in it and stop them."
"I shouldn't wonder, Dick."
Two boys were riding along the main road between
White Plains and Tarrytown, in Westchester, New York.
It was a pleasant day in the latter part of July, and
everything looked bright and beautiful.
In the road ahead was a gang of rough looking boys,
making a lot of noise.
They were Tories, and were cowardi and bullies to
boot, although all ,1-'ories were not that.
The hyo boys, one on a fine black Arabian, the other
on a bay, wore the uniform of the Continental army.
'.rhey were Dick Slater and Bob Estabrook, captain
and first lieutenant, respectively, of the Liberty Boys.
These were a band of brave young patriots hailing
mostly from Westchester.
The mob of boys in the road had often caused trouble
by their lawlessness, and it was natural to suppose that
they were up to some mischief now.
Dick and Bob at once urged their horses forward, to
put a stop to it.
As they dashed forward, unnoticed by the bullies, they
saw that they had guessed correctly.
The bullies were tormenting an old man, whom a
young girl was trying vainly to protect.
The old man was blind, and the girl was opposed to a
dozen or fifteen young ruffians, who haa no pity in their
breasts.
Dick and Bob knew them well, and had fought with
them on more than one occasion.
'I'he fathers of several of them were little better than
outlaws, one had a rascally old moneylender as parent,
and the sire of another had murdered Dick Slater's
father at the beginning of the war of the revolution.
Dick had shot him immediately afterward, inflicting a
mortal wound.
It was but justice, yet his son, young Scroggs, had
i::worn vengeance on Dick.
Up to that time he had not succeeded in injuring Dick,
und the two boys never met that Scroggs did not get the
worst of it.
"Chuck up yer bonnet an' say Gen'ral Wash'ton is a
rneak an' a rebel, an' we'll let yer go," Dick heard young
Srroggs say.
"Never!" cried the girl.
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Then Dick and Bob rode right into the outer edges of
the mob and upset half a dozen of the bullies.
Dismounting, the two young patriots began dealing
blows right and left.
Young Scroggs had both eyes discolored, Hank Jones,.
his pal, got a swelled nose, Bill Burgess had a tooth loosened, and others were equally roughly handled.
Then tM Tory boys fled to a safe distance and stood
glaring at the two furious young patriots.
"Aren't you ashamed of yourselves, you sneaks?',.
cried Dick, indignantly.
"Fifteen c,f you to a girl and a blind man," stormed
Bob, who was of an impetuous nature. "You brutes
would attack a cripple!"
"They're re bets," growled young Jones, staunching
with a dirty handkerchief the _blood that fl.owed from his.
nose.
"They ain't no frienda o' yourn, anyhow," snarled
young Scroggs, blinking at Dick with half-closed eyes.
"No, they're strangers, they ain't nothin' to you,"
whined Bill Burgess, feeling of his tooth.
"You hain't got no call to interfere," muttered Pete
Jurgens. "You don't know 'em. What is it to you, I'd
•
like to know?"
a blind
attack
"You
"It is this to us," replied Dick.
of any
business
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and
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decent boy to resent it."
"Didn't 'tack 'em, we was just havin' some fun,"
snorted Scroggs, "an' anyhow, they're rebels, an' orter
be chased out o' town."
"Look out you are not, Scroggs," said Dick. "You are
a disgrace to any respectable community."
"Ya, ycr rebel, what are yew gotter say? Yer killed
my dad, and--"
Dick could never bear patiently any allusion to thie
ev@nt.

It always brought back to him the memory of hie
dear father, lying dead in the road, shot by the treacherous Tory, and his blood boiled.
With a fierce cry he dashed toward Scroggs, who now
realized that he had gone too far.
The bully tried to escape, but he was too late.
Dick seized him by the collar, tore the coat from his
ditch
back, lifte,1 him bodily and hurled him into
water.
half full o1 muddy
Outnumbering the two young patriots as they did,
the Tory bullies hesitated to attack them after this show
of righteous wrath.
One, however, an overgrown, hulking brute of a boy, on
the edge of th"e crowd, shouted:
"Come on, fellers, don't let 'em bang us about like
that! Come on, let's lick 'em."
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The bullies picked up stout clubs, broken from the
fence and advanced.
· Then the young girl, standing on the next to the top
rail, suddenly waved her hands and shouted:
"Huny, hurry, come on, quick, there's trouble."
In a moment the tramp pf horses was heard, and Dick,
turning his head, saw half a dozen or more boys in uniform coming on at a gallop.
These were some of the Liberty Boys who had been to
White Plains where General Washington had his quarters at the time.
"Liberty forever, down with the Tory bullies," shouted a boy, mounted on a big' gray and wearing the uniform of a second lieutenant.
Re was :Mark :Morrison, one of the bravest of the boys,
and thoroughly trusted by Dick.
Close beside him, on a fine bay mare, was a boy of his
own age, and much the same sort, who echoed:
"Give it to 'em, boys; scatter the Tory sneaks!"
A jolly looking boy on a roan, and two handsome fellows on a pair of well-matched sorrels, close behind
Mark Morrison and Jack Warren, his chum, joined in
the cry.
The bullies, not knowing if the whole troop of Liberty
Boys were coming, took to their heels.
"Let them go, boys," said Dick. "They are not wo1 th
pursuing."
"Sure thete's no lettin' them do annything else, Captain dear," said a jolly looking Irish boy, dismounting.
"There's no s"&Oppin' thim, faix, an' they'll get to Albany
before they turn their heads."
"They were going at a lively rate indeed, Patsy,"
laughed Bob, the Irish boy's full name being Patsy
Brannigan.
.
"Ya, I bet me dey was like der wind went,'' added a fat
German boy, dose to the Irish lad.
His name was Carl Gookenspieler, and he and Patsy
Brannigan were fast friends and inseparable companions.
"They won't come back, boys," added Dick. "No
news of any sort, Lieutenan t?;' to Mark.
"No, Captain."
"Ride on to camp. We will be there before long."
The boys rode on, and then Dick turn€d to the girl,
who was comforting the old man, and said:
"You are a stranger in the town. Have you any friends
here?"
"No," said the girl. "You and your friend are the first
ones who have said a kind word to us in many a day."
"Where were you going?"
"We have no choice. Anywhere to earn a modest living and have rest and quiet. My father is old and blind,
but he carves beautiful things from wood and sells them,
and I can work also."
''I will find a home for both of you," said Dick.
"You are as kind as you are brave," the girl said,
gratefully.

Thither the girl led the blind man, at Dick's sugges~
tion.
Sitting at a deal table under the trees in front of the
inn, Dick called for some refreshme nt for the girl and
her father, as well as for Dob and himself.
"I am Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys, and
this is my lieutenant , Dob Estabrook ."
"This is my father, Job Barfoot," said the girl. "l\Iy
name is Anna. We have come from New York. There
is nothing for us there."
"There should be," said the blind man, "but those who
should care for my child turn us out and call us rebels."
"How did those bullies know that you were patriots?"
asked Dick.
"They stopped us, asked us who we were, and where
\\'e were going, and told us to cheer for the king,'' answered Anna.
"Well?"
"I said I could not, ihat the king was a tyrant, who
sent men here to make us slaves."
"Very true."
"Then they called us rebels and demanded that we
abuse the brave Genc~al Washingto n."
"The brutes~" sputtered• Bob. "We ought to have
given them more. So we would, if they had not run
away."
",\nd then they began tormentin g you?" asked Dick.
"Yes. I tried to keep them off, but they were too
many for me. I had a stick, but they pulled it out of my
hand."
"It is a t,hame,'' said Dick. "They have no respect for
anyone."
"Unless one gives them a sound thrashing, " declared
Bob. "That's all they can understan d."
"-I will take you to my mother's," continued Dick,
"where you can stay till you can find a home."
"You are very kind,'' said Anna.
"~Iy mother is an invalid, and you can help my sister,
who will find work that you can do, and also get pm:chasers for your father's carvings."
"I am willing to do any sort of work," Anna said.
"I can sew and do many things."
"I can get :fine needlework for you to do, through my
sister," said Dick, "and. the lieutenant 's sister will no
rloubt do something also."
"We will not be depende , you may be sure, Captain,"
said the blind man. "Although my eyes 'are dark, my,
fingers are apt. :My daughter will show you what I h.,ve
clone."
The girl now opened a little bundle which she carried,
and parting some layers of sort wool, displayed a number
of wooden figures most delicately carved.
"They a're really beautiful," exclaimed Dick, "and it
is wonderful how he can do them without sight."
'':~Iy fingers are my eyes," explained the blind man,
"and then, my dear daughter tells me if there ·are any
defects, and I remedy them. She, too, picks out the
1
.CHAPTE R IL
pieces of wood which I transpose into these figures."
"That is something, of course," said Bob, "but it is
THE BLIND MAN AND HIS DAUGHTER .
ma:i;,ellous how you can do them."
There was a quiet roadside inn, about two hunched
"Were you always blind, M:r. Barfoot?" asked Dick.
yards from where the boys had attacked the Tory bullies.
"No, not always, anc.1 I did this work in my home in

J
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the Swiss mountains. I am French, you rnay not know."
"But Barfoot is not a French name."
"It is 'barefoot,' but we have translated it," said .Anna.
"The French is difficult to pronounce, and the name
Barfoot is common among the English."
"I unde,rstand. You say there is someone in New
York who-"
Anna gave Dick a warning look and said:
'"'rhere are too many enemies in New York. A patriot has too hard work to live there. The woods and
fields are much better."
"To be sure," said Di~k, understanding that the girl
<lid not care to talk of the matter before her father.
"Go and hire a horse and chaise, Bob," he said. "We
will return it."
When the repast was finished, the chaise was ready.
'l'he girl was a good driver, the boys riding alongside.
Heaching the pleasant cottage where his mother and
~istcr Edith lived, the boys dismounted.
Edith herself, a sweet girl something younger than
Dick, came running out to greet them.
Both boys kissed her, for she was Bob's sweetheart,
and then Dick prcsen:ted .Anna and her father.
When all were in the cheerful living room, where
Dick's mother sat in an easy chair, the boy briefly related how he had become acquainted with .Anna and her
father.
"You are fortunate in having a daughter to care for
,vou in your affliction, sir," said Ur. Slater. "I too am
fortunate in having two such dear children."
"Ye!,, madam," ansv:ered the blind man, "I am indeed
forhu::.ate, but there are those who should care for her
and will not. For myself, I care little, but for this dear
girl, I wish--"
"But we shall get on very nicely now, father, among
such kind friends," said .Anna.
Two young ladies rode up to the gate at this moment.
"1Yhy, there are Aiice and Stella," crjed Edith.
Dick ran out and assisted the young ladies to dismount.
One was· his own sweetheart, Alice Estabrook, Bob's
sister.
The other was Stella Burgess, an orphan girl, living
in White Plains.
She was the cousin of the bully, Bill Burges,:, whom
the boys had thrashed, but was a staunch patriot.
~. "We met your cousin Bill on the rciad," laughed Bob,
,rhcn Steila entered.
"So did we," said A.lice, "with some others. They
called us rebels and-well, you will have to buy me a
new riding whip, brother Bob," with a laugh.
"Did those brutes annoy you, too?" sputtered Bob.
"That's another licking I owe Bill Burgess."
, "Oh, I tkink we paid the 'debt, Bob," laughed Stella.
"Alice did, at any rate. We were not harmed in the
least."
"Bill Burgess is 'a brute," sputtered Bob.
"He is very ill-mannered," replied Stella, "but I
think he will behave himself now."
Stella Burgess was a charming girl, and a great friend
o.f Edith and A.lice.
She had means, and gaYe .frequently to the cause of

3

independence, being as thorough a patriot as her uncle
and cousin were rabid Tories.
-While they were all talking, .Anna beckoned Dick aside.
On the shaded, blossomed-scented walk outside, Anna
3aid:
"I do not like to hav-e my father tali( of his relatives,
as it always embitters him, but I must tell you something
of them. It is only right."_
"You need not," ~id Dick, simply.
"Yes, it is better. He has a brother in New York. Ile
is French, and they call him Pippelly, which is ,ery
poor Fi·ench for 'Pied pele,' our name, or Barefoot, as it
would be."
"I understand," shortly.
"Ile ]jves in Canvas •To,Yn."
"The very ,rorst place in all N cw York," exclaimed
Dick. "You did not hve there, surely?"
"No. It is a dreadful place, I know, and Peter Pippelly is a dreadful man. It was he who blinded my father
in his jealous rage."
"Do not talk of it, if--"
".And yet my father loves him. They were twins, and
yet most unlike. I wo~ld rather starve than be supported
by my uncle."
'':.Yes, but your father spoke as if it were your right
that this man should care for you."
"Let the man care for him, then," spiritedly. "There
is the injustice. :M:y father thinks nothing of himself,
only of me, and loves this bad man who injured him."
"It is very strange. Still, I think we can all manage
for you, and if I ever see this Peter Pippelly--"
<<'Oh, you must not go into that horrible place," cried
Anna. "It is as much as your life is worth."
"Yes, I know, for some," aaid Dick, quietly, "but I
ha,e been there."
"You have?" wonderingly.
"Yes, but come, we must rejoin the rest."
Then they· went back to the house, where the three
girls were beginning to miss them.

CHAPl'ER III.
TUE ERR.,nrn TO TIIE CITY.

They had dinner at Dick's, and then Dick and Bob set
out for the camp, two or three miles distant.
They first returned the chaise and horse, and then set
out by a l)yroad for the camp.
As they were turning into it an old man in a chaise
Jriven by one horse came along.
This was old man Burgess, as he was called, Bill's
•
father.
"Hey, yob pesky rebels," he called out. "I want ter
i.alk tcr yer."
"You will have to be more respectful than that, Mr.
Burgess," said Dick, halting and turning, "if you wish
to receive any attention."
"H'm, respectful to you, you rebels!" snorted Burgess.
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"Yes," said Dick. "What do you want?"
"You have been bangin' my son Bill about and--"
"And he didn't get banged about half enough," said
Bob, emphatically. "Bill Burgess is a sneak and a
coward, and ought to be banged about a good deal more
to put sense into his stupid head."
"I ain't talkin' ter you," snorted Burgess.
"Bob is right," added Dick. "Bill deserves all he got.
A boy who will torment a blind man and a young girl
ought to be thrashed."
"He wasn't tormentin' of 'em, he was only havin' a
little fun, an' you had no call ter interfere."
"It was not fan," said Dick. "I saw the affair, and
your son Bill was deservedly punished, and if I catch
him at such tricks again, I will punish him again. Come
along, Bob."
The two boys then rode on, leavi!:.0 old man Burgess
in the road, growling and scolding.
"Bill has been lying to his father again," said Bob,
"and the old man wants to make trouble."
"He always does, and would even i.f he knew the rights
of tbe case, but I don't think we need to worry about
that, Bob."
":No, indeed," with a chuckle. "We never do, and
there's more than old man Burgess who would like to
make trouble for us."
Dick Slater's black Arabian, Major, was very speedy,
there being no horse anywhere about that could pass
him.
There was no present need of haste, however, so Dick
rode along besille Bob at an easy jog.
They had gone about a mile, and had reached a bad
part of the road, which had an evil reputation at all
times.
'
Men had been robbed and even murdered on that road,
and it was not safe at night for any, unless in company
and well armed.
It was dangerous by day as well, but Dick was not
afraid, and was always on the lookout.
Just at the point the boys had reached, the road was
low with arching trees on both sides, where it was twilight even at noon.
On one side was a sluggish stream, and on the other
thick bushes, where one could hide securely.
"Keep your eyes and ears open, Bob," said Dick, in a
<J.Uiet tone, as they reached the low ground.
"All right," said Bob.
As the boys turned a sharp bend in the road they saw
two men on horseback.
"Hold on, ye rebels," said one.
This was Hank Jones, the father of young IIank, known
as an outlaw in all Westchester.
"Look behind you, Bob," said Dick, quietly. "Well,
.Jones, what do you want?"
"I'm Mister Jones to you, rebel!" snarled Jones.
"You're not, you're Hank Jones, outlaw, thief and no
<loubt murderer, if it could be proven. Get out of the
way."
Dick heard someone coming up behind, as he supposed
-there would be.
" Someone coming, Dick," said Bob.
" Yes. Get out of t he way, Jones!"

Dick' urged his horse forward, Bob keeping at his
side.
The man with Jones was quickly cro"Wded into the
bushes, but Hank himseH tried to stop Dick.
"Come on, fellers!" he yelled.
He had stopped Dick so as to give the men behind a
chance to come up.
He now snatched at Major's bridle and drew a pistol
with which to intimidate Dick.
"Get out of the way!" cried Dick, dashing forward,
striking Hank's pistol from his hand.
The man's horse reared and threw his rider, then
turning and galloping away by the road he had come.
There -was a splash as Hank Jones fell into the stream,
little more than a ditch, and the boys rode on.
"Hank Jones needed a bath," laughed Bob.
"It was his play to surround us," replied Dick. "There
were men hidden in the bushes."
"To be sure, but Hank Jones would have to get more
than that to stop us."
"Yes," shortly.
After unhorsing the Tory, the t-wo boys rode on at a
gallop, and in a short time passed the worst part of the
road, although it was all bad.
Striking into a good road at length, they shortly
re~ched the camp in the woods, where the Liberty Boys
were usually to be found when at home.
They had been in the Jerseys earlier in the summer,
and had been busy since being in Westchester.
Knyphausen and his Hessians, Delancey with his refugees or Cowboys, and Simcoe and his Loyalists, had been
at Kingsbridge, and had sent out predatory parties
through lower Westchester.
The Liberty Boys had raided the raiders, and had
helped in harassing them until they had withdrawn from
Westchester.
The boys were now awaiting orders, holding themselves
in readiness to go anywhere at a moment's notice.
At the word that they were needed in any part of Westchester, New England, or even in the south, they would
set off, to do their duty wherever called.
Upon entering the camp, Dick and Bob were met by
Mark, who said:
"There has been a messenger here from General Washington, Captain."
"He is not here now, Lieutenant?"
"No, but he left letters. A few hours would not mah
any material difference," he said.
"Very good. Where are the letters?"
"In your tent, Captain."
Dick dismounted and went to his tent, followed by
Bob.
"This may mean some new expedition, Dick," the
young lieutenant said.
"Very likely," said Dick, breaking the seal of the
packet which he found on his bed.
"The Liberty Boys will be glad to hear of it. We
have not been on any big expedition for some time."
"Big or little, they are always ready, Bob," with a
smile.
"So t hey are."
Dick presently looked up and said:
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As all could not go, it was necessary to pick out he
very best in the company.
Those who were not chosen would have no feeling in
the matter, as they were likely to be picked out £or the
next expedition.
"Whom will you take, Dick?" asked Bob.
"You, of course, and Mark. The boys can get on without officers for a time."
"Then if Mark goes you will have to take Jack Warren,
his chum."
"Jack can be thoroughly trusted, and he is no less
brave than Mark. Who else, Bob?"
"Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson, Harry Thurber, Harry
Judson, Will Freeman and George Brewster," said Bob,
without hesitation.
"Very good, and then we will have Walter Jennings,
Phil Waters, Gerald Fleming, Ezra Barbour, Paul Benson and Joel Walker."
"That makes sixteen, Dick."
"And that .is almost enough."
"Let Mark pick out a few more."
"Very good. He will be certain to get good boys."
Dick sent for Mark, told him of the expedition, and
who had been chosen to go on it, and then added:
"Pick out three or four more, Mark."
"Pick them out by lot," said Mark. "That will be £air
enough."
Four white beans were put in with a lot of scarlet ones,
and the boys not already chosen were allowed to put their
hands into a covered basket and pick them out.
Several of the boys drew out scarlet beans, and then
Frank Belden drew a white one.
Ned Nash drew the next white, and :finally, when there
"
were still a number left, Patsy and Carl drew the last
two white ones at the same time.
CHAPTER IV.
"We're lucky byes, Cookyspiller," said Patsy, "but sure
ye could niver go av Oi hadn't drawn wan."
THE ST.A.RT.
"For why dot was, Batsy?" asked Carl, soberly.
number
a
and
Slater
Dick
that
It was shortly known
"Because there'd be no wan to keep ye out av misof the boys were to go to New York.
chief, av course."
They would go in disguise, and there would be dangers
"Humbug!" sputtered Carl. "Off I don'd was went,
to guard against from the moment they set out.
you was in droubles been all der while."
I£ old man Burgess or any other Tories knew of the
"I think the rest of us will have to keep those two
boys' mission they would either go or send word to the funny fellows out of mischief," laughed Mark.
c~ty informing the authorities.
"They are brave enough," said Jack, who was Mark's
Then there were the British lines to be :Rassed, an un- £ai,t friend.
- dertaking in itself.
"Yes, but forever getting into tro.uble."
Once in the city, they would be exposed to perils on
"We'll have to keep a watch on them, all of us.''
every hand.
"The Liberty Boys do that to the others always, Jack."
Dick was known to many officers, and there was a
"To be sure, and Dick will be as ready to help Patsy as
standing reward for his capture, alive or dead.
will to aid you or me or anyone."
we
Forced conscriptions were frequent £or ablebodicd
was right, and it was this spirit that made the
Jack
young men or boys were in demand for the army or navy,
Boys such a united body, and all the boys so deLiberty
and were taken without ceremony, whenever found.
Dick.
to
voted
Strangers w~re looked upon suspiciously, the enemy
were going to start soon after supper, go as
boys
The
having a dread of spies, and one was obliged to give
remain there over night, and then go
Kingsbridge,
as
far
an account of himself, if not known.
The perils to which the boys would be exposed while to the city in the morning.
There were inns at Kingsbridge where they were
on their mission to the city, were many, therefore.
They were all accustomed to facing danger, however, known, and where they often stopped when going to the
and any one of them would be ready to undertake the city.
They would divide about in these places, and all would
errand without the slightest hesitation.
"This is a secret mission to New York, Bob."
"Then all of us will not go, Dick?"
"No, not more than a dozen or twenty altogether.
There is some spying to be done, and a man to be found,
and I shall require help."
"You will easily :find that, Dick," with a chuckle. "You
could take all the boys, if you would."
"Yes, but we would not need them all, and it would
be dangerous."
"You start soon?"
"Yes. There is a letter from the general to be delivered, and a man to be found, and then we are to
learn the enemy's plans."
"That will suit the boys who go with you, Dick."
"There is another thing, Bob. Do you remember what
the blind man said of those who ought to care for his
daughter?"
"Yes."
"He has a brother in the city, in Canvas Town."
"The very worst :place in New York, the abiding place
of thieves, murderers, deserters, and the worst scum of
the army."
"Exactly, B0b. There will be time to :find this man
and make bim :lo justice to his brother and the girl."
"That is a brrible place to venture into, Dick. Many
brave men falter at it."
"I know, Bob, but if our duty takes us there, we must
not hesitate."
"No. When shall you set out?"
"To-night."
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not start at once nor go by the same route, so as not
to excite suspicion .
CI-L\.PTER V.
Dick and Bob went off first, an hour before supper,
taking the road through White Plains, East Chester and
rn THE CITY.
so on down to Kingsbri dge.
Their going off together with their own horses and
It was a slow journey down the river, even with
even in uniform would not be comment ed upon, as they the wind and stream in their favor, and the brick
barge
often went out.
did not haul VP at Whitehal l wharf till daylight the next
There were neat bundles on their saddles, containin g morning.
their disguises, which they intended to put on aiter their
However, the boys were in good time, and did not exarrival at Kingsbri dgc.
pect to meet any of the rest for hours.
t
The bargema n paid them the money he had agreed to
The greater part of the boys going down would wear
disguises from the start, although :Mark and Jack and pay and gave. them their breakfast , and the:c in the motnthe two Harrys would wear their uniforms at first, the ing they set off up Broadway.
They had reached the ruins of Trinity Chure:h, burned
same as Dick and Bob.
Some "oulJ go to Tarrytow n and take the ri,er road in the great fire which started near Whitehal l Slip just
clown, and if any could find a schooner or a sloop going after the c.-acuation of the city by the Americans, when
down the river, and get passage on it, so much the they were greatly surprised to meet Patsy and Carl.
'rhe two comical Liberty Boys looked Wrn farmers in
better.
Dick and Bob arrived at the Wheatsh eaf inn, at Kings- loose smocks and broad-bri mmed hats, and Bob smiled
to see them.
briclge, in good time for supper.
"Sure, Captain dear: it's glad Oi am--"
Their horses 1,·ere put up, and they had their suppers, ·
"Sh! careful!" cautioned Dick, in a low tune. "Walls
going then to a room where they were supposed to sleep.
have cars."
Dick saw the landlord, who could be trusted, and said:
"Not thim, thln," said Patsy, pointing to the black"There will be others here. We. ~Te going to the city. ened walls on his right, "but
Oi'll howld me whisht just
The lieutenan t and I will leave shortly and in disguise." the same."
"You have some expeditio n on, Captain? "
"How did you get down so early?" asked Dick. "I did
"Yes, and we must be cautious."
not lGok for vou so soon."
"To be sure. There is a man going through the creek
"Sure Co~kyspiller and mes~lf saw a load of hay
and down the river in a batteau shortly ,,ith a load of shtandin ' be a public house, an' we crep' inside."
brick."
"Rather a warm bed," laughed Bob. "I should think
"Does he want hands?"
you would have been smothere d."
"Well, the noight wor not so cowld, aither," chuckled
"He will," laughed the landlord, "for I will fill his
men so fu11 of good punch that they will not know the Patsy, "but we got on all roight an> wor well on our way
whin the Dootchm an sneezed."
bow from the stern."
Bob chuckled and Dick smiled.
"Good," said Dick, "and by the time he is ready we will
"'rhl'J bye gives no delicate, laclyloike sneeze, do ye
have on our disguises and be loitering around the landmoind," Patsy went on. "It wor enough to blvw up the
ing."
load. Annyhow it frightene d the horses an' sint thim
"Right!" said the host, and then they parted.
on
at a gallop, whoile the dhriver nearly rowled off his
"He is a good fellow," said Bob, "and is always ready
seat."
to help on the cause." .
"Were you discovered?" laughed Dick.
"Ye~, and can be trusted in everythin g."
"We were not, but be that toime we had passed the
The boys were on the bank of the creek later when a loines,
and after that we came the rest av the way afoot."
very angry man came along, talking volubly to himself.
"H&ve you seen any of the rest?" asked Dick.
"The sots!" he cried. "Leaving me in the lurch like
"Sorra a bit av thim, an' we thought we wor here fil'o ,
that! They'll not get work with me again. Plague take but sure there's no use thryin'
to get ahead av yersilf,"
'cm, how am I going to get to town with this barge load of with a grin.
brick?"
"No, sir, he was been first mit eferydings, dot captain.
"What's the matter with ye?" drawled Dick. "What was," declared Carl.
ye scoldin' about?"
"Find a quiet place somewhere down by the Bowling
Green, and I will see you during the morning, " t=aid Dick.
"Can you handle sails?"
"A.ll roight, ,sor, but Oi'm thinkin' av w~ thing."
"Guess I can."
"What's
that, Patsy?" asked Bob.
"Do you want. to go to the city?"
"Oi'm
thinkin'
that av the felly pit the load on the
"Don't care, partic 'ly."
scale.;; whin mesilf an' the Dootchm an wor in it, an' thin
"I'll give you ten ehillings and your food."
afther, how he'd account for the differ."
"Waal that ain't so bau. Come on, Jim, I guess we can
"Three hundred po1mds and over would be shrinkage
help him."
for a fact," laughed Bob.
The boys were engaged, and before dark were on their
The boys then separated , Dick and Bob going up Br?adw:iy down the river as deck hands on a brick barge.
way.
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There were a number of persons stirring, even at that
hour, and so the boys did not attract any great amount of
attention.
At the new or St. Paul's Church, on the edge of the
Common, they saw twQ boys strolling through the churchyard.
"There are l\Iark and Jack," said Bob. "It seems that
we are not the only early birds."
"Those two ought to :find worms enough in a churchyard," replied Dick, smiling.
Entering by the gate in Partition street, they soon
joined the two boys.
"Yes, and we walked scarcely a step of the way after
reaching Tarrytown," said Mark.
Dick and Bob looked enquiringly at the boys, and
Jack laughec and answered:
"There was a post chaise coming down by the river
road. Mark hid in the foot, and I got behind the portmanteau on the rack bel1ind, while the driver was baiting his horses at a tavern."
"And drinking a jorum of punch to counteract the effect of the rught air," added 1\fark.
"Patsy and Carl got a free ride, too," observed Bob.
"They are here, then?"
"Yes."
"So are the two Harrys," said Jack.
"How did they get down?"
"Came down in a market sloop from Tarrytown. They
are eating the.:r breakfasts in a tavern over on Chatham
road."
"We have been expeditious," said Dick. 'fYou have
seen no others?"
·'No, not yet."
•
Giving the boys a few general instructions, Dick then
took Bob and went to a quiet hostelry on the west side of
the Common, where he often stayed when in town.
"If all the boys get in as quickly and as easily as those
we have met," said Dick, "our whole company will be
he,.e before long.",
They were sitting in the coffee room about an hour
.ifter sunrise when Bob Sp1ulock entered.
He came over, sat down, and said:
"Bill Burgess and the old man are in New York."
"Then we must be cautious,". said Dick, "for he krrows
many of us, even in disguise."
"He didn't know me," chuckled Ben. "I made the
.,__~ old man give me a lift in his chaise from Kingsbridge to
the Common."
"How did that happen?" asked Bob.
"I said I was a sheriff's deputy, and that if he did not
assist me in my duties he would be liable to arrest."
Ben wore a suit of black and a big beaver, and looked
very legal and formal.
"And neither of them recognized you?"
"No, but Bill was too frightened, and the old man
never had a good look at me, and, anyhow, I was not so
far 1wrong. My uncle was sheriff once, and I used to help
him serve papers."
"Very good," laughed Bob.
"I gave the old man a shilling when we got here, and
he gripped it as tight as if it had been a guinea," continued Ben.

"/

"He would be sure to," said Bob, the old man having a
reputation of being very tight in money matters.
The person to whom the general's letter was addressed
lived in Portkill street, now Barclay, and as soon as
Dick thought he could be found, he went to the house.
Bob had instructions to see the rest of the boys as fast
as possible, and scatter them about the city.
Dick went to t~e hou~e to which he had been directed
and raised the knocker.
A negro servant presently opened the door.
"What does thee wish, friend?" he asked, having been
brought up in a Quaker family and using the plain language, as many slaves did in those days.
"Is l\fr. Worthington at home?"
"What is thy message? We has to be werry pertic'lur,
friend."
"I am a friend of freedom," said Dick, this having
been told to him to say, in the general's letter of instruction.
"Very good, friend," and Dick was at once shown into
a little reception room off the main hall.
In a few minutes a grave-faced, elderly gentlemap,
dressed in the severest manner, entered.
"How is the wind, friend?" he asked.
"From the north," said Dick, the question having been
expected?"
"Thee comes from the general?"
"Yes. I have letters. You are JUr. Worthington?"
"The same. I expected a messenger shortly. 'l'hee is
young for such service."
"I have been two years fighting for independence, and
his excellency has trusted me more than once. Here are
ihe letters."
Mr. Worthington broke the seals and read the letters
carefully.
"The general wishes informati,on of a certain person
once an agent of our government, and now suspected of
being a traitor."
"Yes, so I understand."
"Thee is to act upon such information as I may give
thee."
"Yes, and find the man, if he is to be found."
"Ile is to be found, if one has courage. The general
tells me thee has."
"I am proud to have the good opinion of his excel1ency."
"'l'hc man, as I hear from certain trustworthy information, is in hiding in the city."
"Do you know where, sir?"
"Yes, it is in that place of evil reputation, that abode
of thieves and murderers, and the very outcasts of the
city, known as Canvas Town."
"Very good. I will find him."
"It is the worst place in New York, it is the dwelling
place of all the moral lepers of the city."
"Yes, I know all this."
"Men cannot be hired to enter it."
"I will go for nothing, since it is in the service of my
country that I go."
·
"Thee is a brave lad."

I
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CHAPTER VI.
ON THE W .A.TOH.

At the time of the fire which ruined Trinity Church
all the houses between Whitehall and Broad streets, up
to Beaver street, were consumed, when the wind veered
and drove the fire toward Broadway.
After the fire, the ruins on the southeast side of the
town were converted into dwelling places by using the
chimneys and parts of walls which were firm and adding pieces of spars with old canvas from the ships, forming hovels, part hut and part tent.
This part of the city was called Canvas Town, and
here congregated the vilest of tke army, Tory refugees
and outlaws of every sort.
. It was dangerous for an honest man to enter it by daylight, and almost certain death to enter it at night.
It was into this place of evil repute that Dick Slater
was resolved to penetrate.
The place was not new to him, ancl he knew its unrnvory character thoroughly.
He had already made up bis mind to go there to look
for Peter Pippelly, and now he could combine the two
errands.
"Bob will be surprised when he hears that I shall have
to go into Oanvas Town anyway," he thought.
Leaving Mr. Worthington's, he set out down Broadway, intending to do a little reconnoitering before going
into the burned region.
It was now some little time since the fire, but the district was as unsavory as ever.
He would not go into it alone when he began his search,
but would have a number of the boys take up their quarters there to assist him.
At John street, then used entirely by handsome residences, he saw George and Walter, and said as he passed:
"Fraunces' tavern at noon."
The boys nodded only slightly and Dick went on.
Turning into Liberty street be came upon Phil, Gerald
and Ezra in front of the Quaker meeting house.
"How did you get in?" be asked.
"We came separately, by the east side. We have just
met," answered Gerald.
"There are· about a dozen of us here now, so far as I
know. Be at Frau,nces' tavern at noon, but don't notice
me unless I speak." •
"Very good."
Dick then went on, turned dowrr William street to Wall,
and at the Presbyterian Church in Wall street, saw old
man Burgess and Bill in the chaise.
The church was open and he entered quickly, Bill and
his father having just halted.
He watched the two come in, and as they entered one
door, passed out by another.
They did not see him, as it was a little dark in the
vestibule, and they bad just come out of the bright light.
"It would not do to be recognized now," he said to
himself. "I hope they are not going to be in the city
long. It would be awkward to be obliged to keep· dodging them.

Going on toward the east he turned down Pearl street
and shortly came to a little shop where they sold clothes
which had been worn.
A faded scarlet coat with tarnished and torn gold lace
hung on a peg at the door, and within could be seen
coats of all colors, some in fairly good condition and
some very shabby.
Pausing at the door and looking at the uniform coat,
he was accosted by the proprietor, a shrewd, dried-up
little old man with a hook nose and sunken jaws.
"Ish not it a peautiful coitt?" he said. "Dat pelonged
to a sheneral. I shell you dat for two pounds."
"Shillin's, ye mean," drawled Dick. "There's moth in
it. It's like a sieve, an' it's dirty."
'---11
"One pound, dat is dirt sheap."
"It's dear for dirt. That's a corporal's coat. It
won't fit anyhow."
"Sheventeen-shix, and dat's giving it away. I am a
goot-hearted man, and--"
"Six without the seventeen, ain't it?"
"Yell, to you I shell for shix shilling, but I rob myself. Dat coat cost me dirty shillings."
"Everything is dirty in this shop," with a silly laugh.
"I didn't mean six shillings. I'll give you a couple."
"It ish de hard heart you have, but I must shell sometin'. You shend me more customers, with plenty money
like yourself."
"Yas, I got a cousin I want ter get even on, an' 1'11
send him here to let yer cheat him."
"Ab, you ish a funny young man. Two and shix. Y9u ' - - shaicl?"
''No, I didn't; I said two," as the old man took down
the coat. •
Then Dick began to count out the money in threepenny bits, stivers and coppers.
He took the pieces from different pockets and seemed
to have trouble in getting enough.
Pence, half-pence, and even farthings were required to
make up the sum.
"By George, that's a lot ·o' money!" said Diclr
looked at the pieces spread out on the counter.
The old clothesman tested every piece separatel
counted it.
"Dat ish robbery," he said, "but den, I am she~
"To yerself," laughed Dick, turning the coat in
and making a compact bundle of it.
"You are in de army and you know dat co1
pargain."
"I'm goin' ter wear it at ther fancy dress ball. Who
eaid I was in ther army. That's er disguise."
"Den you vantsh der preeches and poots and a peaver?
I shell you dem sheap!"
•
.
"Wait till I come 'again," said Uick, and then, with
the bundle tucked under his arm he left the queer little
shop.
"This, with some ragged breeches, darned hose, and
an old hat will furnish me very well," he said to himself,
as he went on.
Following the winding street, he shortly turned into a
still narrower one leading to the river.
Here, facing the water, he found a slop shop where all
sorts of garments were exposed fo r sale.
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jostling this one, causing that one to stagger and upseting more than one.
There was considerable angry talk by the time he
reached the door, and one brawny sailor struck at him.
He parried the blow, tripped up the sailor and went
out.
Then he went on, cutting through narrow alleys and at
last strolled into Canvas Town itself, with the aid of one
of its favored denizens.
At first no one paid any attention to him, men with
red coats being common in the section.
Then three or four besotted looking fellows came out oi
a canteen which was part tent and part hovel.
"IIcllo, who have we here?" cried one. "Here's a
stranger in the quarter. What's your noble name, my
friend?"
"Oh, I'm Lord N ocash," said Dick, with a swagger.
"Don't you know me, pals? I "Was in the Royal Blues at
the battle of-oh, you know, the battle where we
broached the wine butts with great slaughter to the contents."
"Ha, you're a merry blade, but I don't seem to remember either your face or your name."
"It doesn't do to remember too much in Canvas Town,"
said Dick, tapping his belt.
"Huh! So it doesn't," and as Dick walked on the men
made no attempt to follow.
Everywhere were sordid men, squalid women and dirty
children, the whole air of the place breathing dirt, disease and crime.
A swarthy fellow, wearing his own hair tied up with a ·dirty ribbon, and clad in a greasy suit of shabby velvet,
came swaggering along.
He had a foreign air, and Dick looked sharply at
him.
He addressed some abusive remark in French to Dick,
and tried to push by.
Dick answered him in the same tongue, which he
well understood.
"Spare your compliments, my fine gentleman. You
CHAPTER VII.
are no better than I. All are equal here."
"Ha! You spek ze French?" the man asked in surTHE FRENCHMAN FOUND.
prise.
"Yes, Mr. Pierre Pippelly, I do," boldly, "and I underKnowing that the boys would look out for themselves stand you as well as I understand your language."
now, Dick went on a short distance and entered a low
It was a bold move, but Dick Slater often made such,
eroggery, full of noisy sailors, roustabouts and general successfully.
idlers.
The man flushed and said :
Passing through a side hall to a rear court where
"But if T tell you I am not ze man you si11k?"
there was a little outhouse, he entered this and hastily
"Then I'll tell you you're a liar," in a low tone.
put on the coat and breeches over his own.
"Ila! 'oo you are? I do not know you."
his
rumpled
other,
the
on
put
he
hat,
his
Secreting
"Oh, you forget," said Dick. "Come where it is more
hair, soiled his face and hands, and entered the taproom quiet."
of the cheap tavern.
They walked down a narrow street, between blackened
"Haw, haw, here's a guy!" roared one. "He ain't a walls and mildewed canvas, and stopped before a dirty
marine, and he ain't a sailor, so wot is he?"
hovel where two or three mangy dogs were lying in the
"A little of heaverythink!" hie-coughed Dick. "II order sun.
wot yer like, gentlemen-an ' pay for it, like lords."
"W't you want?" asked the Frenchman. "Was you
"Aren't you goin' to pay your footin', mate?"
come to find me?"
"You ran into me, I was not looking for you. How is
"Footin'? I ain't got any," and Dick reeled against
your brother, who carves the images from wood?"
the speaker and tumbled him upon another.
"Ha, he is well. You know him?"
Then he quickly squeezed his way out of the place,

A withered, toothless old woman presided over the place
and after much haggling he purchased a pair of ragged
blue breeches and a hat for nine pence.
"Let me make them all into one bundle, young gentleman," the woman said.
"Yes, an' have ye put up a lot o' rags with the pest in
'em. No, I'll make up my own bundle."
"Aha, you're a sly lad, but we do not do such things.
Here we are honest, but next door-ah, I could tell you
· something--"
Just then Dick saw two of the Liberty Boys accosted
by three or four sailors, who began pushing them along
the wharf toward a ship lying at the water's edge.
He hurried out, pushed two of the sailors aside, and
said gruffly:
"Now then, Jackies, what are you about? Don't you
know midshipmen on shore leave? What's the trouble,
Mister? Didn't you want to be ]mown?"
"No, sir! we're out to see the town," said Paul. "That's
not our ship, and we're not going in her."
"Of course not. Leave the young gentlemen alone,"
to the sailors.
Then, whispering in the ear of another:
"You're not sharp enough for the press gang. I shall
have to report you to the admiral."
"I ask your pardon, sir," muttered the m:m, "but who
are--"
"One who l'"Ilows. I've got my eyes about me, so look
. . . ._ out."
The two boys had gone on toward Whitehall Slip, and
now the sailors went the other way.
"They think I am someone in authority," said Dick,
"and it is just as well. It saved the boys some trouble,
and there is plenty of that to be found in the city."

'
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"To be sure. And the girl, your niece, is she well?"
"Ah, she not like me," angrily. "De brother, he like
me, but de ·girl-she is one cat."
"Ha, a cat is cleaner that a pig, friend Pierre. There,
don't draw your knife. You don't know how to use it as
readily as your blind brother."
The man growled aomcthing in French, and Dick continued:
"Your brother is very £ond 0£ you, but you do nothing
for him, and he is blind."
"Ha:, I give him a home i£ he stay, but he do not," with
a snarl.
"A home!" laughing. "Ilere? My faith, Pierre, this
is no place for swine. Why do you live here? You have
means, you could live on Broadway, with your gardens
on the river."
·
"No, .I am ze poor man," but Dick knew otherwise, by
a certain manner the follow had.
"Well, I shall see you again," he said. "You will drive
your coach and six with postillions and runners. You
, will dress in vehct and fine linen, and cat meat on Friday. You can well afford it.n
" To, 1 am zc poor man. 'Ow you know so much?"
"Oh, you forget, b1.1t I know plenty. Well, I must leave
you, friend Pierre. Au revoir."
Then he walkeu away carelessly, leaving the Frenchman staring at him blankly.
Turning down another narrow stroet Dick made· his
wav to the outskirt .
Ilere he met half a doz~n evil looking fellows, headed
by a Dritish officer.
''Who are you, sir, who masquerades in that coat?"
demanded the Hritorr.
"Your superior, sir," said Dick. "Who gave yol1 l~ave
to address me in that supercilious tone? Don't you
lmow me, sir?"
"No, hang me if I do, but you are some scurvy knave,
I'll be bound. Arrest that fellow, men."
The rnen sprang at Dick, but he avoided two 0£ them,
upset two more, and dealt out stinging blows to the
rest.
Then he darted down a street and soon left Canvas
Town behind him.
Keeping on, by devious paths, he entered a little nameless alley not far from Fraunces' tavern, and in a twinkling had stripped off his disguise and thrown it into a
far corner.
Leaving the al1ey, he made his way into Broad street,
and then turned down and went to the tavern, where
Bob soon joined him.
Ile shortly saw others 0£ the Liberty Boys, but paid
• them no more attention than i£ they had been strangers,
and they did the same to him.
"I have £ound the Frenchman, Bob," he said, as an attendant went away to bring their orders.
"But not the other?"
"No, and that may be difficult. Have all the boys
come in?"
"No, not all, but they are certain te be here to-day.
Some may have come in whom I have not ,;een."
"Of course. We will have a look around later, and

then some 0£ us must prepare to take up our abode in
Canvas Town."
·
",Don't look up, Dick," said Bob in a sudden whisper.
"Here's Bill Burgess and the old man."
Bob picked up a copy 0£ the "Mercury" from an adjoining table, while Dick looked down.
Then the waiter came and stood between the boys and
old man Burgess, who passed on with Bill to another part
0£ the room.
"Jack is over there," said Bob. "Bill may recognize
him."
"Perhaps not, and at any rate we are sale for the
present."

OHAP'l'ER VIII.
SEARCHING.

Bill Burgess did see Jack Warren, and stared at him,
not being sure i£ he knew the dashy fellow or not.
Not knowing that any of the boys had come to the
city, Bill was not certain 0£ Jack, although he knew him
very well.
He had reason to remember the boy. £or Jack hau given
him several well deserved thrashings in the past.
"Well, you gawky looking rustic," said Jack, in grufL " tones. "What are you staring at me fo1'? Do you owe
me anything and are afraid I will demand pa:p.11cRt ?"
"Corne on, Bill. 1Vhat are you loiterin' for, gapin'
an' starvi' at folks as i£ you was never to the city before?" snarled the old man.
Then he pulled Bill by the collar and the brn took
beats in a far corner.
"You;re a ,:aucy fellow, Jack," said Mark. "That was
a bold thing to do."
"You would have done it yourself, i£ I had not,"
laughed Jack.
"I suppose I would," dryly.
"'l'hey passed dangerously close to Dick and Bob, but
there ar~ more of our fellows near them now."
"I wished they had stayed at home," muttered Jack.
"It will be a nuisance, avoiding them."
"Yes, and it does seem as if every time we haye an
errand in the city, they have to come."
"So it cloes. Hello! Dick is signalling."
Dick had made a sign which both understood, and ir..
a little time, having :finished their dinner, they settled
their score and arose.
They stopped for a moment at Dick's table, just long
enough for him to say:
"Look about and see i£ all the boys have arrived, and
meet me at the Bowling Green at three."
"Very good," said the boys, and then they went out.
Dick le£t the_ tavern with Bob by another door, and
managed to see all the Liberty Boys in the place, making
V'arious appointments with them all.
Old man Burgess and Bill did not see them as they
went out, and they made their way to Canvas Town.
They went in through another street than the one by
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which he had oither gone in or out, and strolled along
"Hello, yoo frog-eating scoundrel, what are you doing
carelessly, neither speaking to nor noticing anyone.
here?" the man asked.
"The man is named Parrott," said Dick, "and has
"Smoke ze pipe," said Pippelly. "What you do yourbrown eyes and a florid complexion, a scar on his fore- self, :M:'sieur Parrote ?"
1
head, and is marked with smallpox."
"That isn't my name," with a growl.
"That ought to be enough to identify him," said Bob.
Dick and Bob had gone on slowly.
"A man like that ought not to escape us· long."
"You are ze other bird, zen, ze 'awk or ze vulture, yes?"
"No, not if he goes out."
with a laugh.
"If all the boys are furnished with this description,
"Better that than a pig," said Parrott.
we ought to find him."
Then he hurried past the two boys.
"Yes, if he is still alive."
"That's our man, Bob," said Dick in a low tone.
"Do you want to take him, Dick?"
"Yes. How can you get to talk to him?"
"No, but to ascertain if he has certain papers and in"Through the Frenchman, perhaps, although they are
formation. If he has, then we have no more to do with not the best of friends."
him."
"No, they don't seem to be."
Just then a lot of rough, overgrown 'boys, dissipated , The boys followed the spy, who presently turned into
and evil looking, came toward them.
an alley.
"Wot . yer doin' here?" growled the leader.
When the boys reached this, however, they saw nothing
"Wot d'yer s'pose, hey?" retorted Dick, with even more of th e man.
disagreeable manners. "Do yew own ther place?"
tJ.'hen the same,crowd of boys who had tried to pick a
"Ye're spies, that's wot yer are," growled the boy.
quarrel with them before came along. •
"H
d
k
• 't
.
t t d
"There they are, the spies!" yelled the leader. "Spies,
ow o we now yer am spies yerseli?"
. re or e
,
t
.
d
•th , ,,,
Dick. "Yer look ugly enough. Git outer ther way or rn I gov men spies, o_wn wi
em.
The cry was quickly taken up, and a crowd began to
wallop yer good."
Dick adrnlced upon the bullies, and Bob kept him gaih er.
Dick was und;rnnted, however, and, stepping up to the
company.
bully, struck him on the breast.
The determi:aed attitude of the two boys hac! its effect
"You keep still, you donkey," he said. "You'll get
upon the bullies, and they fell back.
"Wh t' h t
bl h
?"
k d
h
k"
into the stocks if a constable gets holcl o' you." _
ah_s t e rou e ere. as e a roug 100 mg man,
The bully staggered back, and one of the newcomers
pproac mg.
.. d
"Th
· 't
t bl "
r d n- k " d th as/le :
. 't c:e' atm b no Throu eh, rcpth1_e l th1c ' an 11 Nere I «·where are the spies?"
am gom er e.
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The crowd hurried off in one direction, while Dick and
1c s swaggermg manner rmpresse
e man, an
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said to the bullies:
wen an er.
"Truly, this is a place beset with dangers," laughed
• "You git out o' here, if you don't want ter git
Bob. ·
thumped. Them two chaps '11 eat yer up!"
'
In a few moments they were well out o-f' it, however.
Dick gave Bob a nudge and turned down a lanP between two rows of hovels, presently getting into what
had been a street before the fire.
'The bullies had fallen back, and the man suddenly
lost the two boys.
"We could have a fight every minute .in this place if we
CHAPTER IX.
wanted it," chuckled Bob. "Everybody seems ready to
pick a quarrel."
"Yes, but I rather intimidated that crowd of bullies.
""!.Y~- must not let anyone shout 'spy' here, howe,er. It
Leaving Bob to hunt up the other boys, and agreeing
would be too dangerous."
to meet him later, uptown, Dick made his way to BowlDick looked for the Frenchman, and at length saw him ing Green.
sitting in front of a low drinking place smoking a pipe.
Here he presently saw :Mark, who said:
The man did not know him in the disguise he wore,
"All the boys but two have come in, and they may be
and did not give him a second look.
here bv this time."
"I have seen the spy, :Mark," saicl Dick, "but he got
Then a man came out who at once arrested Dick's ataway from us."
tention.
"Did he suspect?"
He had a scar across his forehead, and was pockmarked,
"No, it simply happened so. To-morrow "l>e will go
having also brown eyes and a ruddy complexion.
He had removed his hat for a moment to wipe the into the place' and make a more thorough search."
sweat from his face, and Dick saw the scar.
"You have been there, then?"
He put on his hat again in an instant, but Dick had
"Twice to-day," said Dick, "but in different disguLes."
seen the scar.
"You have been busy," dryly.
"That is Parrott," he said to himself.
"So have all of us. Have you learned anything?"
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"There is some sort of an expedition on foot, but I
can't learn for what it is, nor where it-is going."
"We must discover that," said Dick, quietly. "Set
·
some of the boys to work on it."
"Jack and Ben and the two Harrys are already on it,"
said Mark.
"Very good."
Then Dick went up to the Common, meetint the two
missing boys on the way.
"We were put in the barracks," said one, "and they
were going to make us enlist whether we would or not."
"We finally got out of the window and took leg bail,"
said the other, "and here we are."
"I am glad you escaped, boys," said Dick, "and now
we are all accounted for."
"We will look out that we are not caught again."·
"Keep an eye on Bill Burgesf', then, for he is in town."
"Jove! there is someone just as bad or worse," whispered one.
Dick glanced over his shoulder and saw Hank Jones
coming out of a side street.
"Re may not recognize us," he said, "but we had best
1
be careful."
The two boys turned and walked up the street.
Dick went on and passed the Tory, who failed to recognize him.
"Hank Jones must have been picking pockets or waylaying some countryman in the dark," he muttered, "and
has come to the city to spend the money."
The outlaw turned down Broadway, Dick watching him
from the corner.
"Canvas Town is just the place for a man of his sort,"
he said to himself. "We must watch for him."
Hank Jones went on down Broadway without turning
to look back, however, and presently disappeared in the
throng.
"If he did not know me, he won't know the boys," was
Dick's thought, "but I will warn them to keep a lookout
for him."
Something later, Hank Jones arrived at Bowling Green
as Patsy and Carl came along.
They had kept pretty quiet during the day, and now
thought they would take a walk.
If Hank Jones had not recognized Dick, there was
something unmistakable about the two comical Liberty
Boys which could not fail to catch his eyes.
"Hello!" he said, pausing in front of him, "haven't
I seen yer two fellers afore?"
"Sure Oi donno," said Patsy. "Mebby yez do be Phelin
O'Toole, who was transporthed for horse stealin'?".
"Ya, dot was der feller," said Carl.
"Shut up, Cookyspiller, yez wor niver in Oirland."
":Nein, but I know der veller. He was dot Chones
man what--"
"Kape still, Oi tell yez. Sure Oi know him now. He's
black Dinny )Iulligan, phwat set foire to Darby O'Dwyer's
hay ricks."
"Ye're rebels, that's what yer are," growled Jones.
"Yer b'long to ther Liberty Boys. Hello, spies, rebels!"
"Take that, ye spalpeen!" cried Patsy, striking the outlaw on the nose.

"And took dot from me, alzo," said Carl, giving Jones
a stunning blow on the jaw.

"Quick, me bye, this way!" hissed Patsy.
Then he dashed down a narrow alley leading toward
the river.
Jones had raised an alarm, however, and redcoats and
citizens began running up.
"There go the rebels!" cried Jones, "down the alley.
They're rebels, I know 'em."
Then he dashed after the two boys, who swung open a
door in a brick wall and dashed into a rear court.
IIere a boy was drawing water from a well, which he
had uncovered.
Seeing the two strange boys come dashing into the
court, he suddenly fled into the house, leaving the door
open.
An another minute Hank Jones came running in,
shouting:
"Here they are, here are the--"
Patsy caught him by the collar, tripped up his heels,
and then suddenly dropped him into the well.
Then he clapped on the cover in a twinkling.
A moment later three or £our redcoats came dashing
into the court through the door in the waJl.
"Here he is," cried Patsy, "coolin' off in the well.
Oi'll have a constable to swear agin him in a minyute."
Then Patsy went indoors, followed by Carl.
The house was a tavern, and the two boys quickly
_.
made their way through to the front.
By the time the cover of the well had been taken off
and Hank Jones pulled out, the two boys were safe from
capture.
Hank Jones stormed at the stupidity of the officers for
taking him to be a spy and demanded dry clothing and
a jug of hot punch.
"You'll get into the bridewell if you are not careful, '
said an officer. "I don't overmuch like your looks, my
man, and I am inclined to think you have been there
before."
Jones made his escape, without insisting on his demands, and Patsy and Carl, from a safe place, saw him
come shivering into the warm miusummer sun.
"The next toin1e Oi get to talkin' to a felly loike that,
Cookyspiller," said Patsy, "don't yez put in yer oar."
"I don't was ein sailor, und how I was got ein oar to
putted in," said Carl.
"The trouble wid ye is that yez talk too much, me bye,
an' gets mesi1£ an' yersel£ in throuble."
"Gone out mit you," said Carl. "Dot Chones veller
was ]mowed us already."
"Oi know that, but Oi'd have made him belave Oi was
.Tulius Sayser's grandmother be the toime Oi'd get .
through wid um."
"Humbug! Ifow you was could been a womans?"
"Well, annyhow, Oi'd have made him think we '\"\"or
annyone but oursilves."
"Nefer mind, he don'd was caught us, und he was had
more water as he was had before in six weeks."
"Yis, but they'll have to clane out the well, afther
dhroppin' that carrion intil it," laugh!)d Patsy.
Then they walked through streets where they were less
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likely to be observed, and at last went back to their quiet again in the street, Dick returned to ~fr. Worthington's.
lodgings.
"Thee had a narrow escape just now, friend," said theDick Slater had in the meantime gone up to call on Mr.
Worthipgton, and as he was going up the steps saw Bill negro, admitting Dick.
"Yes, did you see it?"
Burgess and the old man approaching.
"Verily I did, and I marvelled how thee would makethy escape."
"By the exercise of my wits," laughed Dick.
Then he was shown into the little reception room~
and in a short time Mr. Worthington ente.red.
CHAPTER X.
"Thee has been busy to-day, no doubt, Friend Slater,"
be said.
Rl-"M0Rl5.
"Yes, sir, I have. I have seen the spy, Parrott, but
not for long."
The old man and Bill were on foot, having left the
"Where did thee see him?"
chaise somewhere, no doubt.
"In Canvas Town, quite by accident. The Frenchman,
Bill at once set up a loud shout, there being a number I am looking for spoke to him."
of persons within hearing.
"Thee is sure it is the man?"
Among these were several redcoats, some of whom
"Yes, sir; the description is exact. "I could not be
might recognize Dick.
mistaken."
"Hello, there's Dick Slater, the rebel!" yelled Bill.
"Then that much is settled, but how is thee to get
"Arrest him, he's a spy, arrest--"
speech with him?"
Dick was down on the walk i:a an instant.
"Th11t I have not yet settled, but some plan wiil occurPressing a pistol in his coat pocket against Bill's side, to me."
he said:
"I have nothing to suggest myselJ', and I have heard
"Say that I've gone down the street or--"
that thee is a resourceful youth."
Dick's tone w.as sufficient ending to his sentence.
"I have good advisers and, no doubt, between us we
shall be able to hit upon a plan."
Up came two or three redcoats and some citizens.
"Where is the rebel?" asked an officil. "Who raised
"So I think"
the alarm?"
"You have not written your answer to the general?'~
"'l'his feller," said Dick. "I don't see no rebel."
"I will have it to-morrow."
The old man was as much frightened as Bill.
"Very well. Have you heard anything 0£ an expedi"vVhere did you see him?" asked the redcoat.
tion against us?"
"There he is now," said Bill, pointing down the street.
"Nothing definite."
There was a young man going down the street toward
"Some of the Liberty Boys have heard vague rumors,
the river at a good gait.
but nothing as yet to be depended upon."
Old man Burgess said nothing, either to deny or con"It is the same with me. Thy lads are investigating
firm Bill's information.
this matter?"
The fact of the young man's walking rapidly, however,
"They are?"
was enough to convince the redcoats.
"Very good. It may be a simple rumor, or there may
They immediately hurried on, the citizens following.
be something in it. At any rate, it demands our atten"Make your way from here as fast as you can, Bill tion."
"And shall receiYe it, sir. I shall come for your answer
Burgess, and you too, sir," said Dick, "and if you shout
and by that time I may have learned someto-morrow,
out my name again--"
. Bill quailed before Dick's look, and hurried away, the thing myself."
Dick shortly took his departure, but through a garden
old man hastily following.
~ The crowd of soldiers and citizens reached the young in the rear to another street.
man, and there was some confusion.
This was done to outwit Bill Burgess in case he set
Dick passed by on the other side of the street and was spies to watch the house.
By this time it was well on to supper time, and Dick
not observed.
his way to the inn, where he met Bob and Mark.
made
in
identification
of
means
The young man had ample
"Have you heard anything from Jack and the rest?',.
his pocket; and was allowed to go.
By this time, however, both Bill Burgess and the old asked Dick, of :Mark.
man and Dick had disappeared.
"No, not yet, but Jack is to come here at supper time,
The redcoats now thought to look for them, but not if he has learned anything definite."
"Very good. He will be here shortly then, if he i&
one of them wa~ to be found.
coming."
T1rn young man protested at having been detained, the
The boys were just sitting down to supper in the gencitizens said that they were safe from the whims of the
soldiers, and the latter said that the people were always eral dining room when Jack entered.
He took a seat with the rest, and said quietly:
making trouble.
"There is to be an expedition sent out to Rhode Island.,.
The crowd melted away, and when everything -was
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The two men had been walking slowly in front of
Lut I can't tell who is to command it, nor-just when it
Dick.
will be sent."
Ile followed them down a dark alley where the moo~
"HaYe Ben and Harry learned any more than this?"
did not reach.
asked Dick.
At the farther end of this Pippelly stooped an<! pushed
"No, but there is a spy who expects to go with it, who
aside a stone.
Jives in Canvas 'rown."
"'Ere we are," he said. "Come, hafter me."
"How did you learn that?" asked Dick.
"Haven't you any light?" growled Parrott.
''From hearing some sailors talking in a tavern."
Dick was close behind, almost glued to a dead wall
"And they mentioned this spy?"
all was dark.
where
"Yes, and said he knew all about it, more than they
but I do not sh,ow eet up 'ere."
"Certainly,
did, in fact."
"That's all right then. Go ahead and light it."
"They did not speak his name?"
"W'at are you afraid off?" with a laugh. "You sink
"X o, but they said he would get men for the expediyou in ze dark?"
murder
I
tion in Canvas Town. Impress them, I suppose."
equal to it," with a growl.
you're
"H'm!
behad
he
"Dangerous work, if it were known that
ze jest. We are ze friends, you and
make
you
"Ha,
them."
trayed
you?"
keel
shall
I
Why
I.
"They spoke as if they knew the place· thoroughly, and
with a growl.
reasons,"
O'f
lot
a
"For
could tell them just where to go to .find men."
do not weesh to kill you, my
I
one.
not
is
zere
"No,
"This must be the fellow Parrott. He would betray
anyone for pay. \Ye must get hold of him and learn frien'."
The Frenchman descended into some black hole among
just what, he knows."
ruins, the spy following.
the
"Now that we know that he is in Canvas Town, a
making no noise, anc1 seeing almost as well as a
Dick,
number of us can work at it," declared Bob.
followed.
cat,
the
of
number
a
distribute
will
,I
"Yes, and to-morrow
"Stand 'ere an' I make ze place shote," said the Frenchboys about the place."
man.
After <lark Dick changed his disguise, making himseli
"Get a light first," growled the Frenchman, "so I can
look hke a disreputable sort of fellow, and went do·vn
what sort of place this is."
see
to Can rns 'I own.
"Someone up zere see him."
It was moonlight, but the place was d~ngerous for all
"No they w 't. It is too <lark. For all I know you
that, and Diet had two pistols concealed on his person:
throw me down a well and then go out."
will
He strolled carelessly into the plac~ and, looking so
zere is no dangairc, but I will make ze light.
"No,
no
attracted
th2re,
persons
of
much like the general run
Come zis way."
attention.
It was too dark to see II}Ore than dim outlines, and
'The night was warm and the place close and stifling,
only at the :foot of the steps.
then
all the denizens of the quarter being out of doors, it
took a step or two forward, Dick stepping· close
Parrott
seemed.
Walking about and mixing in with the people, Dick at- to the wall, making no sound as he stepped back.
In a few moments he saw a gleam of light, the Frenchtracted no notice, and presently he found himself touchhaving ignited a sulphur match.
man
ing elbows with the two men he wished most to see, the
this he lighted a candle in a rusty old iron lanWith
l•renchman and the renegade spy.
1
tern, which he had picked up in the dark :from somewhere.
"Do you see in the dark like a cat?" growled Parrott.
"But I know w'ere I put zings," laughed the other.
"Come, eet ees safe now."
The dim light of the lantern did not reveal Dick, a-nd
CHAPTER XL
he now saw that he stood in a shallow recess in the
wall.
IN TUE CELLAR.
The spy went forward and the two men stopped in
In the crowd the two men did not observe Dick, but front of a rough bench in front of a number of casks
Pippelly presently pushed him aside and said to Parrott, resting on their sides against the wall, twenty feet distant.
whom he had seen:
"So. this is your wine cellar, is it?" asked the spy. "Is
" 'Ow you do, M'sieur Parrote? 'Ow would like ze
this where you brew the poison you deal out in the candrink of brandy?"
.
"Yes, if it is good, but none of the pbison you sell to teen, up yonder?"
"Zis where ze good wine and brandee ees keep. I sell
your customers," with a growl.
"Ah, I have ozer customer, and I have ozer customer," him to ze hofficcr and to ze sheep. Zis do not hurt you,
zis is ze good stoff."
laughed the :Frenchman. "You are ze ozer."
"You sell to the officers. They do not come here?" in
"1111 right then, go ahead," said Parrott, in a less surly
surprise.
tone.
"No, I take eet in ze jog, by ze leetle. Zis is ver' choice,
"I haYe it down ze cellar, ·where everybodee does not
I cannot secl moche by ze time, you understand?"
know."
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"I see, and so you make a~ the more?"
"Ha zat ees beei;nass," and Pippelly turned the spiggott of a cask and drew some liquor in an earthen mug.
''.Drink zat,'' he said.
"H'm! tl1ere is very liltle of it," said Parrott. •
The two men sat on the bench before the cask, with
the lantern between them.
Dick could hear plainly all that was said, and did not
need to come out :from his hiding place.
Zat ees not waitaire," laughed Pippelly. "Eef you
drink toq muche you be drunk."
Parrott lifted the mug to his lips and sipped of the
contents.
"Ha! that is the right stuff," he said, smacking his
lip. "No wonder you are rich. That must bring a good
price."
"'Oo tell you I am rich?" asked Pippelly. "Do I buy
ze brundee for nossing?'"
"You have money hidden away, I don't doubt, while
that brother of yours, whom you blinded in your jealous
rage, has to starve."
"Jia, you make ze jest," with a laugh. "He is poor
blind. Ne,aire mind zat, dri.1'.k of ze good brandee."
Parrott sipped on, his tongue beginning to loosen, as
Dick shrewdly su pectecl that Pippelly meant it to clo.
"Do you hide the gold here that you robbed him of?"
asked Parrott. "1£ all we;re known, he is the rich_one and
you the thief."
• "Do I not care for heem, my brozer? 1.1.'lmt foolish
.....,...--hlk is zis? I arn not rich. But, nenti.re mind. You are
zc rich man, eef I not mistak'. Ze spy get plentee rich."
"I could if I ,rere to sell what I know to the rebels,"
laughed Parrott, sipping the strong brarnly which Pippclly had given him.
"Ha! you know nossing," with a laugh, and Dick could
see that the wily Frenchman was leading on the spy.
"I don't?" the latter laughed, finishing the contents of
the mug at a gulp. "I know more than you think."
"Ila! zat ees ze jest, ,a ecs ze story off my brozer.
Zere is no truse in ze both off zem."
"You lie, you infernal Frenchman. I know. that
Arbuthnot is going to take a fleet to cut 9ff the Frenchman at Newport, to bottle him up, while--"
".Ah, ze :French naYai.re can ze bottle keep, my frien'!"
laughed Pippelly.
"Can't they?" retorted the spy, thickly, while Dick
listened intently, so as not to lose a word.
--::- "Xo."
"They can, and the English are going to do it. The
ships will be made ready secretly, and their crews will be
impressed from the rabble of Canvas Town."
"This is what the sailors were talking of," thought
Dick.
"There will be a sweep made of the place. It is get1. ing to be a pesthole. I know what men to take. They
will be good enough for Frenchmen to shoot at."
"Ah, ze French have always :fight ze English an' get
ze best off zem," la'.ughed Pippelly. "You hafe anozer
leetle drop of ze brandee? I sell some to ze sheep. Why
you not go wiz ze expedition? Zen you have plenty."
"No, I stay here."
"And sell ze secret to ze rebel?" with a laugh. "Have
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care. Eef ze men oil Canvas Town know you impress
zem, zcy keel you. 13etfaire you go 'wiz ze sheep.''
".Ah, I can take care of myself," and Parrott lifteu the
mug handed to him by the scheming Frenchman to his
lips.
Zat ees right, dripk heartee, ::.lister Parrote, an' I will
join you."
In a few moments, howeYer, the spy slipped from the
bench to the floor, uncoru;cious.
"Ha! he tell me, as I sink he do," laughed Pippelly.
"Now to make my fool brozer take ze news to ze rebel.
He sleep till ha:fter ze rebel know ze grand Se()ret."
Then he caught up the lantern and started for the
steps with it, but, oi a sudden, it went out.

CUAPTEJl XII.
THE RG~IOR COXFIIUIEI>.

It was Dick who blew out the candle with a sudden
puff of his breath. ·
"Ha, zat ees nossing," muttered the Frenchman.
"Hello, come back here and show a light," came apparently the thick tones of the spy.
It was Dick who spoke, however, imitating t1J.C man's
tones perfectly.
"Ila, he have not enough," muttered the Frenchma11.
Then he hurried' back to wl,ere he had left the :-py,
wliile Dick hurried out o.f the cellar.·
·
"He docs not know that his brother has left the city."
Dick thought. "He will leave to go himself with the
message."
He could have shut the man down in the cellar, but
reasoned that he probably had some other me2ns of getting out, ancl so did not. •
"If I did it, he would know that someone had been listening," was Dick's thought, "while now he does not
have the least suspicion or it."
He hurried along the dark and deserted alley, making
little or no sound.
The Frenchman had not come out by the time he leit
the alley, and so he was safe.
"So, this is the expedition what' has been rumoreu,"
said Dick. "This is indeed important, and I must send
word of it at once to the general."
Passing out into the better lighted quarter, Dick found
the populace noisy and drunken, and disposed to make
trouble.
The;rc was no further need of his remaining, and he
left the unsavory place without attracting attention, a.ud
made his way toward lower Broadway.
Below the Bowling Green he entered a tavern which
was quite well frequented by lower grade British officers,
and where he had often picked up pieces of valuable information.
Here he entered and took a seat in a corner.
The room was lighted by a circle of candles on a wooden
frame suspefded by a wir(! from the ceiling.
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'rhe men were smoking long pipes and drinking from
pewter mugs, and there was a perfect buzz of conversation.
Dick was unable to catch any of the talk, there was so
much of it, in fact.
He tried to hear what the redcoats nearest him were
saying, but it was so jumbled up with the talk at the next
·one, that he could make nothing of it.
It was all personal, however, . and therefore was of
no interest to him.
Moving his seat he got near a group of redcoats who
were smoking long clay pipes :filled with fragrant Virginia tobacco, and saying very little.
"When they get to talking they will probably say something interesting," thought Di~.
·
At length one of the officers, puffing out a cloud of
fragrant smoke, said:
"I suppose it will be only a naval expedition, as it will
be hardly possible to land troops."
"Very likely," said another. "The idea, as I take it, is
t o bottle up the Frenchman. If they can't help the
Tebels, they can't hurt us."
"'I'hat.'s it, exactly," observed a third, although the
.admiral will be nothing loth to fight the Frenchman if
he comes out.''
"The capture of a few ships will be an advantage, of
,course, or if we have to destroy them that is almost as
good."
·
"Very true, and you will find that the admiral will try
-to draw the Frenchman out so as to cripple him."
"It's very absurd of these rebels to get the French to
help them," drawled one, "for we are bound to thrasl!
both them and their allies."
·
"Certainly. We have always got the best of the
_French, and--"
·
"That is not so," said Dick. "One should be just."
"Sir?" said the astonished redcoat. "When, pray,
have we not conquered the rench ?"
"You did not do it at Quebec," said Dick, "nor at Fort
Duquesne."
"The boy has the best of you, Captain," laughed one
,of the group.
"Don't you think you might be doing something better
than running down your countrymen?" snapped the officer who had been corrected. "You are not a Frenchman."
"Ko, I am not, but the French have won victories, and
why should they not have the credit of them?"
"I suppose you would say these rebels have won victories next?" sneeringly.
"'The .Americans? Yes, they have won them, at
Princeton, at Trenton, at Monmouth, at--"
"By George, I believe you a.re a rebel yourself," excitedly.
"If a regard for the truth makes one a rebel, then I
am one," with a smile.
"You have too much loyalty to be one, I know," said
another, "although it is true enough that the enemy
have won battles."
"Nonsense, they were not battles, they were only
-skirmishes," said the obstinate captain.

Just then a no~-:y fellow ver in a corner sprang up and
cried:
"Now then, a toast, mates. Long life to the king and
death to all rebels!"
"Hear, hear!" cried a dozen at once, and every glass
and pewter was drained.
"You did not drink the toast," said the boastful
Briton to Dick.
"I do not drink ale or liquors," said Dick, quietly.
"But you did not raise your hat."
"It is ofI," quietly.
"You did not answer at all, you are a rebel/' hotly.
"How do you know? It is easy to call hard names."
"Then cry long life to the king and confusion to all
rebels."
"I will not do anything of the sort," coolly, rising.
"You are not a Quaker, and so you must be a rebel, if
you don't cry long life to the king."
Others had heard this conversation', and thip.gs began
to look perilous for Dick.
"Seize the rebel," cried one, and the cry was taken
up as a number rushed toward Dick.
Suddenly whipping out ~ pistol, Dick fired at the line
which held up the candles, and cut it .
Down came the frame, and the place was in darlmess
in a moment.
Dick knew the position of the doors, and as soon as .
darkness fell upon the place he made for the nearest
one.
In a twinkling he was outside, and in a short time in
the street.
By the time the hubbub was quieted and lights were
brought he was nowhere to be seen.
"It is not always safe to express one's c,pinion," he
said to himself as he hurried away. "I had no idea it
would g* so far, however.
He heard confused sounds behind him as he went on,
and turned into a side street for a time.
Then it became quiet again, and he went on, meeting
with no further adventures.
The night watch had not begun to go their rounds as
yet, and so he ran no danger from them.
He found Bob and Mark sitting up for him, and told
them what he had heard.
"That sounds as if the rumors of an expedition were
well founded," remarked Bob.
"So it does," replied Mark, "and now we have only tB,,
learn the time to know all that we need to know."
"We must learn more of this man Parrott; and also of
the Frenchman," said Dick, "and then our mission to
Canvas Town and to the city is :finished."
The boys went to bed at a reasonable hour, having
spent a very busy day.
Early next morning Dick called on Mr. Worthington,
and reported what he had learned.
"Thee has hit upon the very matter which interests
us most, Friend Slater," said the old gentleman.
"Yes, and quite by accident," said Dick. "Now, I have
but little more to learn, and then we can leave the city."
An hour later there were a dozen of the Liberty Boys
in Canvas Town, keeping tJieir eyes and ears open, and
looking for the Frenchman and the spy.

'
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A spy was one who gave them up to the redcoats, in
Then Dick suddenly came upon Hank Jones, and at
the same time a sergeant and a file of redcoats marched their opinion.
They seized sticks, stones, and anything convenient,
into the evil place.
and pressed forward.
They were in an ugly mood, and the situation of the
Liberty Boys was most critical.
These men would not hesitate at murder, once they
CIIAI'TER XIII. I
.
were aroused.
Dick and his brave lads were exposed to two dangers.
There were the soldiers on one hand and the mob of
vicious outcasts on the other.
There ·were black looks when the redcoats stQcked
The redcoat could quickly call others to his assisttheir arms in an open square in Canvas Town.
ance, and the crowd of ruffians was already rapidly inThe inhabitants oE that ill-reputed place did not look creasing.
with fa-rnr upon an intrusion from outside.
,:Down with the spies!" cried Hank Jones.
It was always suspicious looking, for it meant either
"Kill 'em ail, spies, redcoats and all," roared the crowd.
an arrest or a forced conscription.
"Disperse, you lawless fellows," stormed the officer.
Neither of these two events was to the liking of the citi- "Sergeant, arrest these rebels and put down this unruly
zens of Canvas Town, and they resented the appearance mob."
of the military or constabulary.
The redcoats were without weapons, and the sergeant
Some began to seek places of shelter, while others might just as well have had no men.
seemed determined to resist the invasion.
"Attention!" he said. "Charge these lawless scounDick gave a f.'ignal lmown to the Liberty Boys, and drels!"
several of them began to draw near.
The crowd simply laughed.
Then more came up quietly till all were within easy
Then they came surging toward Dick, the officer and
•
reach of Dick.
the Liberty Boys.
Hank Jones had no liking for the military any more
"Spies!" yelled Jones, and they were still more inthan for the C011i>tabulary.
flamed.
He had a great dread of being impressed or of being
"Disperse, you rabble," commanded the officer.
-p,1t in jail.
Dick took more energetic measures.
He had been incarcerated, and knew the life in the
He was in peril from both ruffians and redcoats, and
- bridewell was not an easy one.
must dispose of both summarily.
Seeing the soldiers he fell back, and then he saw Dick.
"Ready!" he said to the armed boys behind him.
Ile knew him to be a stranger, but did not recognize
As the crowd of evil fellows came on, Dick suddenly
him at once.
the British officer, raised him above his head, and
seized
character,
A stranger in Canvas Town was a suspicious
·
hurled him at the mob.
and one to be watched.
side, ready
Dick's
to
sprang
quickly
Boys
Liberty
The
"The young 'un's _a constable's posse man," Hank said
him.
assist
to
to a man near him.
Down went a dozen of the mob as the officer landed
"Yer think so?"
their heads.
upon
"Yus, or if he ain't, he's a spy. Do yer know him?"
others fell back at the sight of the gleaming
The
"No, I don't."
in the hands of the dauntless Liberty Boys.
muskets
"1Ie neither," muttered two or three close by.
sounds''of a fife and drum were heard, folthe
Then
Suddenly Hank uttered an exclamation of surprise.
tramp of many feet.
the
by
lowed
He caught sight of Patsy in the crowd.
been given, and troops were corning.
had
alarm
An
"H'm! I know him now!" he cried. "He's Slater, the
Dick a.ade a rapid signal to the boys behind him.
rebel."
They discharged their muskets in the air, to the furThe word caught the ears of the redcoat.
terror of the lawless crowd.
ther
are
where
spies,
"Rebels,
"What\ that?" he~rjed.
Hank Jones took to his heels and many of the rufthey?"
"There they are!" shouted Jones. "There's Dick fians fairly fell over each other in their haste to get
away.
Slater, and there are a lot of the Liberty Boys."
Then the plucky boys threw aside their weap6ns and
Dick made a quick signal.
The boys sprang for the stacked arms of the redcoats scattered in a dozen different directions.
They knew their way out of Canvat Town, and it was
and seiztd them.
"Arrest the rebels!" hissed an officer, suddenly joining not likely that they would be recognized, going out
singly.
the sergeant.
Dick hurried away w1i.en he saw that the boys had all
The boys fell in line behind Dick.
"Spies!;, cried Jones.
gone.
Near the bo11nds of Canvas Town he met Peter PipThis inflamed the crowd more than the cry of
pelly.
"rebels."
"There will be no need of your _sending that message,"
They hated redcoats, but they hated spies more.
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he said. "Your brother is not in the city, and I am
going up myself."
""\Pat you mean, 'oo you hare?" replied the Frenchman, with a scowl. "W'at vou talk about?"
"You know," said Diel(. "llas your spy recoYered
yet? That was strong stuff you gave him."
Pippelly stared at Dick in amazement, and fairly
gasped.
"Don't forget that you robbed your brother," Dick
added. "Some day we will ask for an accounting."
The Frenchman turned pale, and suddenly shot away,
dove into an alley and disappeared.
There were several evil looking fellows approaching,
and Dick hurried on and left the quarter.
Ile found Bob and Mark at Fraunces' tavern, and in a
short time Jack and Ben came in.
"I think it will be as well to keep out of Canvas Town
for a time at least," said Dick.
"We are certainly not in very good repute ther\! at
present," laughed Bob.
"I will go the:re myself, in a different disguise, for
there are still certain things that I wish to learn."
The boys then separated, but in a short time Dick
had met all who ha.d been in Canvas Town, and so knew
that they were all safe.
Patsy, ronking his way out of Canvas rrown, came upon
Carl.
""\\ ere you was been, Datsy ?" he asked.
"Xowhere."
"Und I was looked for you eferywhere."
"Sure that's phwy yez didn't foincl me, Oi suppose."
"Was you been in clot dancherous p'laces ?"
"Yis, an' we had to get out in a hurry, o~ the redcoats
would have got us."
There was a peddl(!r with a handcart coming down the
street.
·
On it was displayed a lot of early vegetables.
Just then a man stepped up and said:
·
"So yon had to run from the redcoats, did you? Then
you mu~t be rebels."
"An' suppose we are, me bucko ?" asked Patsy.
"Then you will be arrested. Ilello, rebels!"
The peddler was coming down the street, crying his
wares.
"Yez won't, eh?" cried the lively young Irish boy.
Then Patsy picked him up by the collar and waistband and threw him on the handcart.
Down it went, not being over strong, and the man
floundered in the midst of a lot of vegetables, while the
peddler began to shout for help.
Up came a number of men, and thinking the overzealous citizen was in his cups, began to bufTet him
~bout.
By the time he could explain matters, Patsy and Carl
had disappeared.

deavoring to gain some information concerning the proposed expedition.
•
While he was there, he saw a newly arrived ship pass
up the East River mid anchor.
The Yessel haJ supplies for the army and navy, and,
no doubt, had a well supplied magazine.
"She has arrived in good time, if the reports of the expedition are true," said Dick to himself.
Just then he saw smoke arising from Oruger's wharf,
at Coenties' Slip, and a moment later saw the people
running excitedly about, and heard loud cries.
Then flames appeared, rapidly spreading.
There were few persons about, owing to the intense
heat, and the fire spread rapidly before the arrival of any
number.
When they did come, it had gained great headway,
and was still spreading.
It threatened to be as great as the former fire, and
there was the greatest excitement.
Dick eaw a number of,the boys, who had been attracted
to the 8pot by the smoke and cries.
"Be careful not to be recognized," · he said to all.
"These frantic people will be certain to say that the
'rebels' set the city on fire."
"
The fire spread with amazing rapidity, and house after
houee was -consUJrted.
Many "·ere mere ramshackle affairs, wh;ch were brtler
destroyed than standing, and many were low groggcries
which the city could well do without.
Smol e, flame and cinders filled the air; thieves p 1;ect
their unlawful trade briskly, and there was confusion and.
excitement all along the river front and beyond.
Then, to add to the terror of the scene, a heavy thunder storm broke oYer the city.
The heaYens seemed fairly to shake with the reverberations of the thunder, the lightning was actually
blinding in its intensity, and. the rain came down in a
flood.
As if all this were not enough, the city wns suudenly
shaken as if by an earthquake, and a column of dense
smoke arose and spread o.-er the city.
Tiles were shaken from the roo.£s of houses, and crockl?l'Y was broken in houses as far away as Franklin Square.
The powder magazine of the ship which Dick had seen
go up the river, had been struck by lightning, and it W,as
the shock of this explosion ":hich had been felt.
Dick saw persons thrown down in the street by tnE!
shock, nnd eTerywhere there was the' greatest excitement.
•Men fell on their knees in the street and began to mutter inarticulate prayer~, women seized the1r children
~nd ran into the stree~ in the drenching rain, and all
seemc to have gone frantic.
Dick saw Pippelly come running down the street, his
face blanched with fear.
CHAPTER XIV.
The man would have run into the river in his confuTUE FIRE.
sion had not Dick seized him.
The morning had been excessively hot, and as the day
"Control yourself, man," he said, hurrying him to a
wore on it became more so, till everyone was glad to seek i-hed where there was some shelter.
shelter within doors.
"The end of the world has come," the man chattered,
Dick was down on the wharves n.ear Coenties' Slip, en- in French, returning to his own language in fright.
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"Then see that you Jiave your ,peace with it," said commit an adde.d crime by circulating spurious notes.
You ought to be sent to the galleys."
'
Dick.
"No, I tell ze trrn::e," protested Pippelly. "Come to
,
The man merely trembled and moaned.
place where I keep ze monce, an' I give it to you."
ze
Dick.
said
brother,"
blind
poor
"You robbed your
"Yes, and knock me in the head and leave me in the
"Yes, the will left him the bulk of the money, but he
cellar," said Dick. "How do I know that you have not
could not read, and I told him he was disinherited."
Parrott?"
killed
"But his daughter, could she not?"
face grew livid in his fright, and he gasped:
"Pippelly's
easily
was
She
understand.
"Ah! Women do not
"No, I have not. I not keel heem. I only leaf him
humbugged, and then, when I had the money, what could
to sleep off ze drank. I do not keel him, I tell you."
she do?"
"Because there was no need," said Dick. "He would
"You have hidden it in that oollar where you keep
rernembef' telling you anything, when he awoke."
not
the casks?"
"Ah, you know much," muttered the man, "too much,"
"Ah, you know everythiug. You are the wizard. It is
and now, having recovered from his first terror, he sud-vain for me to :fight against you."
"You must make l'estitution. You blinded him, and denly drew a dagger and struck at Dick.
The young captain anticipated the act, however, and
now y~u would rob him."
aside.
sprang
was
I
favorite.
the
and
handsome
young,
was
"Yes, he
, The blade sank deep into a post supporting the shed
the black eheep, and I hated him."
and was broken.
"And you caused his blindness?"
"H'm! your steal is as rotten as yourself," said Dick.
"Yes; and he, the fool, was always fond of me. I
of yours can be trusted."
"Nothing
hated him, and would have turned him away, but he
muttered a savage imprecation and rushed
man
The
clung to me."
rain and darlmess, leaving Dick alone.
the
into
out
always?"
"Not
money hidden somewhere," said Dick,
the
ha'3
"Ile
"No, the daughter turn him against me and take him
it."
find
must
we
"and
r.way."
"And you would have used him to take a message to
Washington, betraying the men who protect you?"
"Ha! I hate the English, too," muttered Pippelly.
"But you would as readily betray the patriots," said
CHAPTER XY.
; ·k. "You are no better than Parrott, from whom
]
you wheedled the information you would sell to us."
A SCORE SETTLED.
"People do not get something for nothing," said the
man.
Thr storm ceased at length, and,the smoke cleared, but
"You did. You robbed your brother."
o~ the burned houses still smouldered, and the fire
many
"I will give you the money. You know where he is?
insidiously, other houses being destroyed before
spread
You know so many things."
it was at last extinguished.
"Yes, I know where he is."
The destruction of the powder magazine was regarded
"I will give you the money, the Continental notes,
a favorable omen by the patriots, as this powder was
as
which I hafe put away," said Pippelly, returning to his
used against them.
be
to
'
.
<lrdinary method of speech.
After the sky was again clear, Dick began to look for
"N ates?"
the Liberty Boys then in the city.
"Yes, ze Continental notes. Zat ees how I can
Before evening all had been accounted for, none having
p:iy. I safe zem, an' you sall hare zem. I gife zem to you
injured.
been
t0 gi_fe to my good brazer, an' tell him to be happy."
"I have one more task to attend to," he said to Bob,
"The notes are forged," said Dick. "They have been in the little tavern up by the Common, "and then I shall
unloaded upon us by the enemy. They are to be sent leave the city."
~.._i1• r-.:i: the distant colonies, and ~ay be bought by the ton." "What is it, Dick?"
This had actually been done, and Dick was aware of it.
"To recover the money stolen from Job Barfoot by this
The flooding of the country by these spurious notes had rascally Peter Pippelly."
done much to depreciate the currency, and there was · "He has it?"
little protection, as the notes were generally well execut"I am satisfied that he has secreted it somewhere, and
ed and difficult to detect.
my belief is that it is in the cellar where he keeps his
'rhat a scoundrel like Peter Pippelly should have such liquors."
no1.e.~ in his possession was not to be wondered at.
"Then you will go there?"
Dick shrewdly guessed that such was the case, and the
"Yes."
change of color tn the man's face showed him that his
"But he may remove it."
gnes<s was correct.
"Ile will not dare. The men of Canvas Town would
"No, I hare not zc forge notes, zey are ze good ones," suspect him, and rob him."
"But would you not run the same risk?"
the 1nan protested, but Dick knew that he w,as lying.
"No, for I shall take three or four of the boys with
"Your patience is only pretence," he said. "You are
a liar as well as a bluff, you would rob you brother and me to carry it off."
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"You do not think it is in notes, then?"
"Get a match, man, and remedy it. The night wakh
"No, the fellow is too shrewd for that."
can never do without--"
"When will you go, Dick?"
There was a sharp growl, and Bob pinched the calf of
"To-night. I think it will be well to start some of the Giles' leg at the same moment.
boys shortly. Then we will follow."
"Get out, you cur!" cried the watchman, with a start,
"Very good. Have you picked ou,t the boys to go after swinging his lantern and hurrying on.
the money?"
Timothy joined him, and then the two boys hurried
"Yes. You are one, and Mark is another. Ben Spur- silently away, Bob chuckling over the success of his
lock and Jack Warren will be good helpers."
little scheme.
"Yes, there are none better."
"Worthy Master Giles will be looking for the bite in
"Then have them here by ten o'clock, Bob."
his calf in the morning, and won't :find it," he laughed.
"You are starting late."
•
Then they went on, hearing no alarm from the night -~
"The later the better."
watch.
..
"But there is the night watch to be avoided."
Bob turned into a narrow street, a little farther down,
"Yes, but we have done it before," with a smile.
Dick going on and making his way into the quarter v
Mark came in before long and Dick told him of the another.
•
plan he had on hand.
}lark, Ben and Jack went down Broad street and
"I'll go and get Jack and Ben," said Mark. "I don't then took different directions.
suppose you want us all to go in there at .the same
Everybody had not gone to bed when Dick strolled
time?"
carelessly into the evil region.
"At different points," said Dick. "The only danger is
They kept late hours in Canvas Town, and some of
the night watch. They don't trouble the place, but they its denizens were still holding high carnival.
may be strolling about outside."
In a dirty canteen, part canvas, part dead wall,' a man
:Mark at length went• after the two boys, returning with was scraping on a wheezy fiddle, while men and women
them in about an hour.
were dancing.
Meanwhile Bob had procured a dark lantern to use in
There was the sound o.f loud laughter within, but
the cellar, and two or three small strong sacks.
then high, angry voices were heard.
It was after ten o'clock when the boys set out to pay
There was the sound of blows and then two men rushed
still another visit to Canvas Town.
out, Dick eeeing them plainly by the light of the lantern
The night was dark, there being still considerable swinging at the entrance.
_
smoke in the air, but this was all the more favorable to
One was Pippelly, and the other was Parrott, the renethe boys' scheme.
gade spy.
D,ick and Bob took one side of Broadway and :Mark
There was the gleam of a knife, a sharp cry, a heavy
and the rest the other side.
fall, and then the spy darted off in the darlmess.
At Wall street they saw the gleam of a lantern, and
Women screamed, men shouted, and there was great
heard the tramp of feet.
c9n.fusion.
1
Then they heard the watchman cry out:
A number of men went hurrying after the assassin,
"Eleven o'clock, a cloudy night, and all's-well!"
while others came running from all directions, attracted
"It won't be if they see us," said Dick in a low tone.
by the sudden tumult.
"They are on this side of the way, Dick," said Bob.
"Away with you, or you're all be cited as witnesses,''
"Yes, crouch down close to the palings and they won't said one.
see us."
"Yes, or called before the coroner's jury/' muttered
Mark and his two companions turned quickly into Wall another.
street and hid in dark doorways to escape being seen.
"No jury of any kind for us," growled Hank Jones,
There were two in the watch, but only one carried a making off in haste.
·
lantern.
The lanterns were suddenly extinguished, within and
They came leisurely along, gossiping socially, and giv- without the place.
ing little attention to the street.
Dick stood still close UfJ a canvas wall and listene~,._,,_..,
The canteen was deserted in half a minute after the
"I make no doubt some reliel set it on fire, Giles."
lights were out.
"True, Timothy, and the ship, too."
The sound of hurrying footsteps died away, and al"Well, scarcely that, Giles. 'l'ha t was struck by light.though there was noise and light further down the
ning."
"No, man, you are wrong. There was lightning, but it street, here all was dark and still.
Dick listened, but heard no sound from the canteen.
was a rebel who--"
Then he advanced cautiously, and at length felt some"'Wrong yourself, mun," and the watchman paused
thing at his feet.
and struck his staff sharply on the pavement.
Stooping, he reached out and felt the body of a man.
"I tell ye I'm right," declared Giles, who had the lanHe put a hand on the man's heart, but felt no beat.
tern, and now held it close to Dick's face.
"I can prove to you that you're wrong, Giles. Now let
Then he put his hand on his forehead and felt that it
me throw a little light on the subject."
was already growing cold.
At that moment Dick blew the light out.
"He will never trouble man more," he said softly, as
"Ecod, you'll need to," laughed Giles, "for mine's out." he stole away.
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About the canteen all was dark and still, and Dick
walked quietly off in the direction of the cellar in the
ruins.
Re kept in the dark as .lllUCh as he could, and made
little or no noise when he walked.
Presently h~ heard the chirp of a cricket.
It was a signal from Bob, and he quickly answered it.
In a moment a dark figure stole to his side.
"Have the others come?"
"Yes, Mark is in the alley and Jack close ts> it. What
aelayed you?"
"I will tell you presently," then Dick hurried on.

CHAPTER XVI.
THE HOARD FOUND.

Reaching the cellar, Dick removed the stone, and be
2nd Bob descended in the darkness.
Jack kept guard at one point and Ben at another,
::\Iark descending as soon as Dick bad lighted Jhe lantern.
The boys advanced to the farther wall, where the bench
and casks were.
Dick found the rusty iron lantern on the bench and
rnshed it aside.
His lantern showed no light except where he wished it
to show, and no telltale gleams revealed the boys' presence to any chance passer above.
Ben and Jack would keep strict watch and see that no
une approached.
In a few words Dick told what had happened, and said:
'~The man is dead, he had no children, and now this
money, if we can find it, rightly belongs to Job Barfoot
and his daughter."
"LE we can find it," Bob repeated. "Do you think we
can find it?"
"\Ve will try, at any rate."
Bob held the lantern, and Dick tapped one cask after
another.
They all had something in them, and so could not be
hiding places for money.
Over against another wall there were more casks, and
ick tapped these as he had the first.
They were all full, or partly so, except one.
This sounded hollow when Dick tapped it.
"Get this one out and roll it," he said to the boys.
Bob and Mark laid hold upon the cask and pulled it
out from between two others.
Then they took away the chocks at the bottom and
rolled it.
There was no sound, as there would have been if there
were anything in the cask.
"I thought perhaps he might have hidden it inside the
cask," said Dick.
Then he flashed the light of the lantern into the space
between the two casks on either side of the empty one.
"ilello!'' he muttered.

ll

Meanwhile, Jack, on guard in the alley, heard someone approaching.
Whoever it was came on hurriedly, but with some
degree of caution, evidently taking care to make as
little noise as possible.
As he came on Jack suddenly stepped out and said, in
a gruff voice :
"Hello, mate, where are you going?"
"It's nothing to you," snarled the stranger. "Let me
pass."
"It's a good deal to me, then. There have been strange
happenings to-night, and there may be more yet."
"Yes, I know, but I'm just going home."
"I'll go with you, to see that nothing happens."
"Did you know that the rascally Frenchman who kepi
the canteen had been stabbed?"
Jack did not know it, but he showed no surprise.
He had heard the confosion, but that was no more than
the usual lawlessness of the quarter.
"I said strange things had been happening," with a
grunt. "Where are you going?"
j
The man had stepped back, and Jack suddenly chirpea
like a cricket twice.
He felt a sudden motion of the man's arm, and seized
him by the wrist in an iron grip.
"\\1iat are you up to?" he demanded sharply. "Going
to stab me as you stabbed the Frenchman?"
Jack did not know this, but it was a daring stroke-, l'r. .l
one that had its effect.
"It wasn't me. I ain't Parrott. I'm-I'm-well never
mind! I live down in the cellar."
Ben now glided up.
With his free hand Jack seized a blunt instrument in
the man's hand and took it away from him.
He knew the man to be the spy now, from his very
denial of it.
"You don't live here, that's whe:re the Frenchman
li\-ed."
"Well, I want to see how he is. They took him home,
didn't they?"
/
"You finished him. Why didn't you wait and see?"
"No, it wasn't me. It ,ms a stranger, Jones, they call
him. Yes, that's the fellow."
Then he suddenly wrenched himself free from J'nck
and darted back over the path he had just come.
"The Frenchman has been stabbed, Ben," said Jack.
"Is he dead?"
"I don't know. Dick does, no doubt. That must have
been the noise we heard."
" .And this man did it?"
"I think so."
"They may bring him here, then?"
"Not yet. They will let him alone till morning. Thea8
persons have a horror of touching a dead body."
"But is he dead, Jack?"
"Very likely, if he is stabbed. The sudden cessation
of the tumult would indicate that."
"Why should this fellow, if he is the assassin, come t
the Frenchman's cellar?"
"To get h;s money. He knows, or suspects, at 8J.IJ
rate, that it is here."
"Very true. Others may do the same."
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"From what Dick says, I don't believe anyone but
Parrott knows of it."
"Perhaps not."
"At any rate, they won't come before daylight."
"No, I don't suppose they will. They will be afraid."
Flashing the lantern into the opening between the two
casks, Dick saw a hole in the wall beyond where the
cask had been.
He stepped in, as far as the wall, and sent the light
·into the opening.
"There is a hole here," he said to Bob.
Kneeling close to tbe opening, he :fl.ashed the light
well mto it.
Something caught the light and reflected it.
It was the brass handle of a small strong boix:.
Holding the ]ight in one hand, Dick reached in with
·the other and caught hold of the handle.
It was just about as far as he could reach, but he
·secured a good grip on it.
Then he pulled on it, finding it quite hea-vy.
He drew it slowly toward him, having a good grip on
,the handle.
"I"ve got something that is pretty hea,y," he said to
Bob and Mark. "It is a strong box, no doubt."
"That was a good hiding place for it," said Bob.
"Ye", but not sc difficult to find. If it had been behind the full casks we would hav-e had to move them
all.''
·"He probably wanted it where it would be convenient,'' observed Mark.
Dick drew out the box and set it on the ground.
It was of oak and brass bound, a foot long, eight inches
wide and six inches high.
It was locked, but the lock was not a complicated one,
and could easily be picked.
"ls it heavy; Dick?" asked Bob.
"Yes, but one of us could carry it, as it is not big."
Dick tucked ihe box under his arm, and although it
w,lil heavy, had no trouble in carrying it.
"Are there any more?" asked Mark.
"I will see."
Dick flashed the light into the hole in the wall, but saw
,no more boxes.
"No, that seems to, be the only one," he said.
"But there might be a considerable sum in that."
"Yes, if it is in gold, as I think likely."
"To be sure."
The boys now moved the cask back into place.
Just then there came a signal from abo,e.
Someone else was coming along the alley.
This time there were three pe11sons instead of one.
Jack signalled to Dick, therefore.
In a few moments the three boys came out of the
,cellar.
The strangers had nearly reached it.
"He kept his wines in a celler somewhere along here,''
... aid one.
"Well, he won't drink 'em any more, and we might as
•well get the good of 'em."
"Hello! what yer lookin' fur?" gro"·led Dick.
"Ha! who are you?" was the startled answer.
"Get out o' here. You're comin' to rob the dead."

"What are you doin' here, then?"
"Seeing that justice is done."
The men suddenly fell back at the word, whjch had a
dreadful significance to them, and the boys hurried out
of the alley, Dick carrying e strong box under his arm.

CHAPTER XVII.
rETER PIPPELLY's WILL.

Reaching the end of the alley, the boy::: heard a sudden
tumult.
It had got abroad that the Frenghman had a stock of
fine wines somewhere in the place.
The men Dfok had met had intended to keep the secret
to themselves.
Now, thinking that others knew it, they spread it
generally.
A score of men were rushing into the alley to find and
broach the casks.
"Scatter!" hissed Dick.
He and Bob went one way, anu 1.Iark, Jack and Ben
each in a different direction.
Some of the men were overturned, and there was great
confusion.
/ The boys got away, from scattering in different direc----tions.
Dick and Bob kept close together and worked their
way out of the evil quarter, through alleys, and at length
into "\Yhitehall street.
Just as they did ;;,o they heard the cry of the night
watch:
"Twelve o'clock, of a cloudy n:ight, and all's-well.''
"All's well!" echoed Dick, as he fl.ashed the light of his
lantern down the street.
'rhe watchmen thought they were other watchmen
abroad and kept on at an easy pace.
"They won't bother us now, even if they hear us," said
Dick.
Then he and Bob made their way to Bowling Green,
and across to the west side of Broadway.
"We can trust the boys to keep out of the way of the
night watch, I guess," observed Dick.
"They have done it before," muttered Bob.
"It would not do for us tQ fall into their clutches while
we have this box."
"No, indeed, but I do not think we will."
Bob carried the strong box part of the time, to relieve
Dick, as its weight was considerable.
"If we could have opened this tre could have divided
it between us, and it would have been very little for
each," he saicl.
"Yes, but we had to leave in haste, and, even if we
had had the key, there was not time to use it."
The boy,: reached the tavern without meeting with
any mishap.
Dick had told the people of the inn that he might be
late, and there was someone up to let them in.
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They carried the strong box up to their room, and
"Experience teaches," laughed Ja~k, "as we med to
put it in a safe·pbce, and were soon afterward in bed and read in our old copying books."
asleep.
"Very true."
Mark, Jack and Ben met on Broad street near Fraunces'
"And now I suppose you ,rant us. to get out of the
tavern, after getting safely out of Canvas Town.
city as soon as we can?"
•
"That's a terrible place," said Ben.
"Shortly," said Dick, "but first J think I will try and
"It's the worst place in ::N"ew York," replied Mark.
qpen the ::,frong box, and dfride the contents among us."
"Yes, 1that will make it easier for us to carrv the
They walked up Broad street toward Wall, and had almoney."
•
most reached the latter when they met Hank Jones.
Dick saw the landlord and procured some skeleton
He did not recognize them, but he said brutally:
"I want a couple o' shillings apiece from you boys, an' keys and others from him.
Then he and Bob took the box and endeavored to open
I'm e]jgoin' ter git it."
'
'
"You)ll get a pound, Hank Jones," said Mark, "and it.
After some few trials they succeeded.
l"'"'-,'.··naybe three."
Dick lifted the lid and disclosed a closely packed mass
·"I'll gire him three myself," said Jack, with a laugh,
of
gold coin, none of them less than a guinea in value.
drawing back his fists.
Some of them, in fact, the greater part, were of higher
"None o' yer nonsense now," growled Hank, suddenly
value than this.
drawing a pistol.
On the top of the coins were some folded papers.
Jack was as quick as he was, however, and suddenly
They were all written in French, but Dick had no
druck him a stunning blow on the arm, which caused
trouble in reading them.
him to let the pistol fall.
One "·as a copy of the will of the father of Peter PipThen Jack struck i:he fellow twice more, once on the
pelly and Job Barfoot.
chest and once in the neck.
This instrument left the greater part of the estate of
"'I'here are your three pounds," he said.
"And here's another," added Ben, giving Jones a blow i.he testator to Barfoot and his daughter.
A small part was left in trnst to Peter, to be given
on the jaw.
·
to
Job at the former's death.
"IIere are two more," said :Mark, hitting Ilank in both
Another document was a confession, made and ,-igned
eyes, one blow from each hand.
c......_...__,·_.'}bels, thieves, watch!" cried Jones, beating a ha~ty by Peter, admitting the robbery of hiti brother, and i;tipulating that the money, if found, should go to him.
rc~reat along Wall street.
"His corn,cience was troublino- him" said Dick "and
There was the shrill sound of a "'histle, and then a
,:,
'
'
horn blew, and there was heard the rapid tread of feet. he meant to make some sort of restitution."
"And yet, but for his death, he might have squandered
Lanterns showed in, the darkness, and the night watch
all this,·, obseryed Bob.
came on at a run.
"He may haYe had more in the canteen, but we will •
"Thieves, rebels, "·atch!" yelled Jones.
"Go up ::N"assau street, Jack," hissed Mark. "Cross the probably ne,er know how that was disposed of."
"Stolen, no d_oubt, like the wines in the cellar. They
street, quick, Ben, and get to Broadway."
The boys quickly obeyed, Uark running along Wall were pTObably smuggled in, for the man was a thorough
thief."
street to William.
"Yes, bu.t ne has done his brother a tardy justice at
JJen dodged the watch, and reached Broadway, where
all
events."
he was safe.
"Through no fal1lt nor desire of his own, however,"
Jack ran up the narrow street and made his way into laughed Bob.
Pine, and then through to Broadway, where he met Ben.
•
Mark had to dodge another watch on William street,
but he got away safely and went on to the inn where
1 · 1, :ind Bob were staying.
lie heard that they had gone to bed, and quickly folCHAPTER ~VIII.
lowed them.
Early the next morning Jack and Ben, who had reached
I GETTIXG OUT OF THE CITY.
their lodgings in safety, went to the tavern to see Dick.
All the other Liberty Boys in the city had set out on
)lark entered the room while Dick and Bob were counttheir way the night before, and were probably well to- ing the money in the box.
ward home by thi~ time.
He was greatly excited at the sight of it, and said:
11ark had :qot yet appeared, and Jack told Dick of their
".And now the brother gets this, I suppose, seeing that
double adventure with Hank Jones and the night watch. th~ rascally Frenchman
is dead?"
·'Ben says he thinks that IIank had to explain why he
"Yes," saicl Dick, "and he has ~,en made a will, as
was out on the street at that hour," laughed Jack.
you might say, leaYing to his brother what was really
"And that gave Ben a chance -to escape," replied Dick. his."
"He did, at any rate," chuckled Jack.
".A will ?"
"I thought I could trust you boys to dodge the watch,"
"A confession," added Bob.
lryly.
There was more than a thousand pounds m the box,
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Then Bill suddenly opened his eyes.
-which would last Barfoot all his life, and leave a good
"J erushy Perkins !" he exclaimed, "I know yer now.
sum to Anna as a marriage portion.
one
I've been tryin' ter guess who yer was all ther way up."_
Dick divided the money into five portions, leaving
"Who is he, Bill?" asked Burgess.
in the box and putting the others into sacks.
"He's that Warren feller what rides that bay mare.
waist
his
around
it
secured
Jack made a belt of his and
He's one o' ther Liberty Boys, an' here we've been
under his shirt.
ther British lines when
Mark divided his part around among his many pockets, kerryin' of him right through fur er rebel."
'rested
him
had
have
might
we
the weight thus being evenly distributed.
"Yer get out'n my shay," sputtere'd Burgess, stopping.
"There is no further use of our remaining in the cily,"
"I ain't goin' ter have no rebels ridin' with me."
said Dick, "so you had better set out at once."
"Oh, very well," laughed Jack, alighting. "I don't
He wished to go to Mr. Worthin gton's first, and so
walking the rest of the way."
mind
would be the last to leav~ the city.
here, yer promised ter gimme a guinea ii: we let
"But,
postheir
in
money
The rest, with their portion of the
Bill, who had no notion of forgetti ng the
session, set out at different times and from different yer ride," cried
even if he did ride with a "rebe1 ·
ation,
money consider
points.
laughed Jack.
pound,"
a
was
it
no,
"Oh,
Jack Warren, setting off along the west side of the
it."
gimme
"Waal,
of
ahead
Common, at length saw a one-horse chaise
"It was to be a good hard pound," laughed Jack,
him, which seemed familiar.
"so come out here and I'll give it to
"Jove! I believe that is old man Burgess' chaise," he doubling his fists,
explained. "It is a pity that I should walk all the way you."
"Yew go to grass," snarled Bill, and the old man drove
up to Spytden Duivel."
leaving Jack standing in the road
The chaise was going along at an easy jog, and Jack on toward the bridge,
laughing at them both.
ran ahead and caught up with it.
At Kingsbridge he found his mare and a number of the
asked.
he
lift?"
a
me
give
to
want
you
"Don't
some having come down from White Plains to meet
boys,
Old man Burgess was always ready to turn an honest
them.
he
in,
penny, or even one that was not, and, reining
A number of those who had started the night before
said:
when Jack arrived.
"Waal, I can't take ye fur nothin', o' course. How had not been in long
glad to see the brave fellow, and
were
boys
the
All
much are yer willin' ter give?"
questions.
of
number
a
him
asked
"if
,
"I'll give Y.OUr boy a pound," said Jack, seriously
amused at his account of his
greatly
all
were
They
go."
to
you'll take me as far as I want
his father, and laughed
and
Burgess
"Go ahead, do it, dad," said Bill, who was as eager to ride with Bill
.
heartily
.get money as his father was.
"Sure it wor a foine toime Oookyspiller an' rnPsilf had,
He never stopped to think that it was too much, but
comin' up here, too," said Patsy.
' took up with the offer.
"How did you come up, Patsy?" asked Jack.
.
"Pay me fust," he said.
"There wor a family movin' up from the city to the
"No, I must have my ride first," said .Jack.
ind of th' oisland in a big wagon, an' Oookyspiller
other
''I don't believe you've got as much as a pound," said
undher the beds while they wor not luckin'.
in
got
Bill, scornfully.
"Thin Oi got undher the sate mesilf, an' off we started,
"Oh, yes, I Jiave," for Jack had a loose· gui~ea in his
but the Dootchman got hot undhcr the feathers an' upset
waistcoat pocket.
thim.
This he took .out and showed it to Bill.
"'I'hat set thim all to axin' who he wor, whin he said
pound."
a
<'That's a guinea," he said, "but I'll give you
bye widout anny home, an' wouldn 't
<'Good hard money, no paper," said Bill, who was wise he wor an orphan
they be koind to um?
in his generation.
"Well, be this an' be that, they got to laughin ' at him
not
need
"You
Jack.
said
one,"
hard
a
be
it'll
"Oh,
much, he wor that comical, that they consinte;i ;._.
so
be afraid on that account."
thim.
"Haven 't I seen you before? " asked Bill, who was not i.ake him wid
wid the bumpin ' an' the rowlin' av the
what
"Then,
quite certain.
from undher the sate, an' they wanted
out
"Never mind if you have, Bill," snorted _the old man. cart, I crawled
entoirely.
was,
Oi
who
know
to
"-Get in," to Jack.
the Dootchman an' mesllf wo1
that
thim
towld
"Oi
aut
pound
d
Burgess expected to wheedle the promise
they cudn't take wan widout the other,
of Bill, and he did not want to miss the chance of getting twins, an' that
an' they thought the same thimsilves.
it.
"Thin Oi dhrove the cart instead av sittin' on the sate,
They were somewhat crowded in the chaise, for Bill
we wint on, but it wor slow enough worrk, seein' as
an'
was a big boy, and the old man was rather stout.
we had oxen instead av horses.
They passed through the first lines and kept on up by
·"we moinded to get to the ind av the oisland be be
the 'Bloomingdale road.
toime, but we weren't halfway, an' so we shtopped at a
After passing the second line the old man asked :
mesilf s1cepin' in the hay.
"Well, I'm going to White Plains, but I've got a bay inn, Oookyspiller an'
all roight, but there wor a do
been
"That wud have
mare at Kingsbridge that I like pretty well, and I think
brother, that wanted to be sin
iller's
Oookysp
there,
key
'U take her from there."
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in' half the noight, an' the roosters the other half, so it's
little slape Oi got.
"However, we were up again be dayloight, an' phwin
we had passed all the loines an' wor in no danger,
Cookyspiller an' mesilf got out an' walked, preferrin' the
road to bein' joomped about in the cart.
"Sure it wor loike bein' on the say to me, an' av Oi'd
had me eyes shut Oi'd have thought Oi wor on the ship
that brought me over, av yez know how well Oi loike
that.
"Well, annyhow, we're here at last, praise to the pigs,
an' av iver Oi roide in wan av thim things-waal, Oi
wor as saysick as iver Oi wor in me loife."
The boys all laughed at Patsy's comical story, and
h__g_n settl~d down to await Dick's coming.

I
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Now he easily led all the rest, and gained on them, the
horse furnished him by the old gentleman being an excellent animal.
Parrott and the British officer led the re t, keeping
side by side.
"The redcoat would hardly £eel :fl.aaered if he knew
more of his companion," thought Dick, looking back.
He dashed across the Common at terrific speed, bu~
as he was in sight all this time, he determined to change
his course.
He set off across the fields to a little lane leading
toward the Bowery Lane, and was soon out of sight.
Seeing some horsemen ahead of him, he now changed
his course again, and set off toward the other side of the
island.
His pursuers, seeing the fresh tracks made by the
horsemen, would imagine they were on his trail.
He followed the lane to the main road leading toward
CHAPTER XIX.
the centre of the island, and kept along this till he
reached the lines.
THE MONEY IN 600D ITAKDS.
Here his pass served him safe conduct, and he went on,
cutting off toward the Bloomingdale road, as the other
Going to Mr. Worthington's, Dick saw the old gentle- did not go all the way up.
man, and said:
There were tangled woods and swamps in the interior
"This spy, Parrott; killed a dissolute fellow in Canvas of the island, and although Dick knew his way through,
Town last night, and I think he will leave the city, if there was no reason why he should not take the road.
he has not already done so."
He heard no sound of pursuit, and was satisfied that
"Yes, it would not be safe £or him there, nor in any h~ had thrown
the redcoats off the trail.
other parts of the city, if the authorities. got wind of
;~ ,,
Passing the second line without hindrance, he kept on
"We have learned all that we can, and now we are leav- to Kingsbridge.
Here he found Bob and Mark, who had just come in
ing. Some have already gone, in fact."
from
the eastern side of the island.
"I can procure thee a good horse, Friend Slater, and a
Everyone
had arrived by this time, and now all set off
pass out of the city, which will greatly facilitate thy
for White Plains, Dick taking Major, and leaving the
movements."
"I shall be greatly obliged to you, sir, but how will you old gentleman's horse to be called for.
The Liberty Boys were heartily glad to see their comget the horse back?"
panions
back in cam:e, and many were the stories that
"I will send a man for it."
"Then I will take it. I have this box to carry, and were told.
Dick gave Bob the strong box to take care of and, put-·1ding will be better than walking, under tb'e circumting on his uniform, rode off to the headquarters of the
tances."
Dick took the horse at the rear of the house and, bid- commander-in-chief.
The latter was greatly pleased at Dick's success, and
ing the old gentl~man a courteous good-by, he rode
received his news with all attention.
way.
A dash across the Common would save time, and gen"This is most important, Captain," he said. "If yon
Jemen often did this, so that it would excite no com- could have captured this man Parrott, it would have been
ent.
well, but that was scarcely possible."
e had reached St. Paul's Church when all of a sudden
"He will not remain in the city long, your excellency/'
replied Dick. "This murder will make him a marked
arrott came dashing out and shouted:
"There is Dick Slater, the rebel spy. D6 not let him man, and he will not dare to remain."
scape!"
"Then he may disappear, but at any rate, Captain, you
There were two or three mounted redcoats near, and have obtained his secret, and that was really all you set
mong them the very officer whom Dick had hurled at out to do."
he mob in Canvas Town.
Dick then left and returned to the camp.
"By George, that is so!" this officer cried. "After
Patsy and Carl thought that now would be a good time
him, gentlemen."
to see if they could secure some provisions £or the camp,
"There's a reward of five hundred pounds for the fel• and they determined to start out and see what they could
low, dead or alive!" cried Parrott.
get.
Then he seized a horse standing near, belonging to a
So off they went.
man who had gone into the church, and joined the chase.
Reaching a farmhouse they found a woman feeding
Dick had gone off at a gallop as soon as the hue and chickens, and Patsy asked :
cry had been raised.
"Please, ma'm, wud yez let us have pigs' feet an' some
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chickens' heads?
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Sure Oi do want to make a shtew. which they all had together, A.lice having come over t o
Edith's, Dick and the two lieutenants went there.
"But, my sakes, boy, we can't go cuttin' off the feet . Dick covered the box, which he left in the hall when
and heads and tails of our critters like that/' the woman he went in.
cried in amazement.
Both Anna and her father were at home, and yery
"Sure Oi can !ut thim off meself phwin Oi get back glad to meet the boys again.
to the camp," said Patsy.
''I have been to the city, sir," said Dick.
"Huh! why didn't you ask me for a hull sheep in the
"Ah, yes, it has attractions for you, no doubt, but I do
beginnin' ?"
not care ever to visit it again."
"We had many risks, and our visit was not a pleasure
"Sure it's modest Oi am," grinned Patsy, "an' Oi didn't
trip, by any means. I saw your brother."
want to frighten ye."
''Did you?" asked the blind man, evidently pleased.
"Waal, I guess you can have some chickens, if yew
don't take th'e little ones."
"Was he looking well? Ah, he is a fine fellow, is Pierre.
"Pick tbim out yerself, ma'm, sure it's foine taste at Did he ask after me?"
,selectin' ye have."
"He spoke of you, but it was not in the kind'est te:rn:'j\..."I do believe yew're Irish, on my word," the woman I must say that I had a very poor opinion of your brother, Mr. Barfoot."
said.
"Oh, but you did not see enough of him. You would
"Sure Oi'd niver conthradict a lady, m.a'm, but it's
like him better on further acquaintance."
Frinch Oi am. Don't ye notice me ilegant shape?"
"I don't think so. However\, he has made restitution,
"Well, heYp yourself," said the woman, laughing, and
Patsy picked out a dozen fat hens and slapped them into and I have a considerable sum of money which belongs to
his bag.
you."
"Pierre sent it? Ah, then you see his good heart."
"You don'd was got dose pigs' feet, alretty," said
Carl.
"If Uncle Pierre sent money made in that horrible
"You'll find a pig back of the house," said the woman. place he keeps in the city, I do not want it/' said Anna.
"lt was not made there," said Dick. "It is your father's
·<'You can have it if you'll carry it away.''
money, by right, robbed of him by your uncle."
"A.11 right, womans," said Carl.
The blind man seemed distressed, and Dick showed
When he got to the back of the house the only pig he
Anna the t11"0 papers taken from the strong box.
-sa.w, was a tremendously big one in a pen by itself.
"Sure, the woman was a joker," laughed Patsy. "Ye
She read them, her face showing strong emotions. ,---.._
corild niver carry that big baste."
.
Then Dick took her into the hall, leaving Bob and
"I bet me I doed dot," said Carl, raising his musket.
l\fark to entertain the blind man.
"What yer goin' ter do?" asked the woman, who· had
"There is the money," said Dick, pointing to the
followed the boys.
box.
•
"Shoot him .;nd put him on mein back ofer," said
"Did that man make this restitiition voluntarily?"
•Cart
"No, he did not. He is dead, and I found the money
"I guess yew fellers air too clever for me!" laughed the afterward and brought it away at great risk."
woman. "Never mind him, he' bein' fattened up.
"Then this is ours by right, and has not been earned
There's some little shoats down in ther pastur' yew can by that man's sin?"
have."
"No, it is yours."
"Dot was all righd, I was always glad to obliche ein
The money was a win~.fall to both, and made their live
womans," grinned Carl.
much more pleasant.
Getting that pig was n.ot so easy, howe,er, for one
Barfoot lived a number ' of years, and carved figures
after another of them led the fat boy such a chase over from wood merely as a recreation, and not as a mean~
the pasture that at last he shot one, and said with a of livelihood.
grunt:
Anna married in time, and always attributed her happi
"Dere! you don't was runned away some more, I bet ness and comfort in life to the Liberty Boys.
me!"
The British sent their mq>edition to Rhode Isbn
"Sure, annywan else wud have done that in the forst and the Liberty Boys went t here as well,
place," laughed Patsy.
laurels in the campaign that ensued.
"Well, don'd dot was der first places I could shooted '
THE END.
him?" asked Carl.
Read "THE LIBERTY BOYS ON THE DEL_".
Then he put his· pig in the bag, threw it over his WA.RE; or, HOLDING FORT MIFFIN," which will be
boulder and started off.
the next volume ( 418) of "The Liberty Boys of '76."
Both boys went back to tne camp with heavy loads, but
Patsy had to tell the story of Carl's adventure with the
SPECIAL NOTICE :-All back numbers of this weekpig, and the boys laughed for a long time.
ly, except the following, are in print: 1 to 23, 25, 27 to
Later in the afternoon, having put all the money back 29, 32, 34, 45, 76, 83, 86. If you (;nnnot obtain the ones
in the box, he set out for his home, accompanied by Bob you want from any newsdealer, send the price in :money
and Mark.
or postage stamps by mail to FR.A.Ni- TOUSEY, P ubAnna Barfoot and her father had b-een installed in a lisher, 24 Union Square, N cw York Lity, and you will
·small but neat cottage not far away, and after supper, receive the copies you order by return mail.
A lamb's tail or two wud do foinely, too."
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of exploration , has emerged from the alnrost unknown wilds
of Sumatra with specim'ens of many species of mammals new
to science for the United States National Museum in Washington. Among these figures a huge and wondecful orang,
which has been named by Marcus Ward Lyon, Jr., assistant
curator, Pongo Abelii. A number of specimens ranging from
youth to old age were obtained. In color the animals vary
from dark chocolate to tawny, with variations throughout the •
sides, chest and limbs. The hair on the head is dark, and
the beard always ochraceous. The face has a thin sprinkling
of short hairs of the same color. The specimen weighed 190
pounds and stood about five feet high. The natives refer
to these orangs as "mawas,'' or men orangs. The Aru Bay
region, where the orangs were found, ls on the east coast of
Sumatra, into which the Besitan River empties. Dr. Abbott
describes the ountry as being mostly forest land, with a few
old clearings, the woods being intersected in every direction
by roads made by Chinese woodcutters . The hlghlan<is and
headwaters of the Besitan, however, presented a magnificen t
unbroken forest.

•

During the 127 days that the peace conference at The Hague
lasted the delegates had 317 dinners given in their honor.
These dinners cost altogether $523,600, the most expensive
being those given by Senor Barbosa, of Brazil, who, on several occa ions spent on flowers alone from $1,600 to $2,000.
•Husband (whose hat had blown off)-Never mind-I needed
The general expense,s sustained by the governmen t amounted
a new one, anyway. Wife (pulling out her hatpins)-S o do I.
to $2,970,000.

tIAPPY MOMENTS.

The Italian custom house has just condemned a smuggler
ay a fine of $124,000 for having su1reptltlou sly imported
118 tons of saccharine --more than $1,000 a ton. What makes
this fine most interesting is the reason for it, which is that
the Italian governmen t considers saccharine a menace to public health. Saccharine is a product of coal-tar, and is 300 times
as sweet as sugar; that is to say, one ounce of saccharine
will have an equal effect In sweetening anything as 300 ounces
of sugar. It Is' often prescribed as a substitute for sugar to
persons who have diabetes. But the Italian governmen t's
chemists say that even in small doses it troubles the digestion, and therefore its importation into Italy is prohibited.
It is a remarkable fact that insects, however eager they may
be for honey or other sweets, will not touch any substance
that has been sweetened with saccharine. Evidently they
have their reasons; it seems as if there wag something in
saccharine that repels them.
,o

"I thought it was a pretty fair sort of telescope for one
that wasn't very big," said Uncle s'· &. "I rigged it up in
.' ~ ttic by the high north win<' ,, and had it fixed so it
would swing around ea sy. I t ,i: a deal of satisfaction in
looking through it, the sky seemed so wi1ie and full of wonders; so when Hester was here, I thought I'd give her the
pleasure, too. She stayed a long time upstairs, and seemed
to be enjoy!ng it. When she came down I asked her if she'd
discovered anything new. 'Yes,' she says; 'why, it made everybody's house seem so near that I seemed to be 'right beside
'em, and I found out what John Prltchard's folks are doin'
in their outki.tchen. I've wondered what they had a light
there for night after night, and I just turned the glass on
their windows. They arc cuttin' apples to dry-folks as rich
as them cuttln' apples!' And actually that was all the .woman
had ~een! With the whole heavens before her to study, she
had spent her time prying into the affairs of her neighbors.
And there are lots more like her-with and without telescopes."

"It is odd, dear, you had such a heavy loss in that electric
lighting enterprise." "Why odd?" "Because one ought not
to find a h·eavy loss In a light investment ."

"Tommy," said the hostess, "you appea,r to be In deep
thought." "Yes'm," replied Tommy; "ma told me somethin'
to say if you should ask me to have some cake or anything,
an' I bin here so long now I forgit what it was."
Star Actor-I must insist, Mr. Stager, on having real food
in the banqueting scene. Manager-V ery well, then, if you
insist on that you will be supplied with real poison in tile
death scene.
He was an untried sportsman, but he entered a tailor's
shop and approached a clerk with the air of a champion. "I
am a rower," said he, "and I want to be measured for two
pairs of rowing-tro users-the kind with the sliding seats."
"Do you find great wealth a burden?" "Sometime s," &n·
sw.ered Mr. Cumbrox. "There's never any telling when mother
and the girls are going to invest in a touring car or a steam
yacht or a foreign nobleman, or some such form of worriment
and responsibil ity."
A number of Representa tives were facetiously discussing
the resources of the State of Missouri one afternoon, when McCall, of Massachuse tts, observed to Mr. Lloyd, of the first
named State: "Lloyd, I am told that Missouri stands at the
head in raising mules." "It seems to me," retorted Lloyd,
"that Is the only safe place to stand in the circumstan ces."

"I don't believe," remarked good old Aunt Loeezy, "that
Lige Potter is doin' very well in Chicago." "Oh, I don't
know," replied Uncle Llphalet, "Lige uster be a purty sharp
chap before he went there." "Yes, but we've been takin' thiE
Chicago paper four years now, and it's never once mentioned
his name, even when the hull Potter family went there tEµ"·
Dr. W. L. Abbott, an American scientist, after six years visit him!"
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'fHE ::\IOU:NTAIX BELLE.
By D. W. STEVENS.

It was on a certain saint's day-I forget which-a good
years ago, that I found myself under the hospitale
of the consul at Guayaquil, proceeding to San Miguel, a hot
little town in the very bosom of equatorial South America, for
the purpose of witnessing the bull-fights, cocking-main s, and
other so-called sports that were just in season.
On our way thither we passed a shaded pool, where a number of mountaineers were washing down their horses and
mules with great care, as if in preparation for some event of
more than ordinary importance.
'l"'hey were mule and llama drivers, herdsmen, shepherds,
guides, packmen, and others, wild-eyed, savage and independent looking fellows, from the great slopes and tablelands in the neighborhood of Quito, who forpied a picturesque
group· with their bright blankets, great somberos, rude weapons and enormous spurs.
"Bull-fighters , or horse-racers? " I asked of
companion.
"Neither the one nor the other," he replied, pausing that
I might inspect the scene at my leisure. "These fellows are
preparing for the serorita-crhase that will take place on
yonder plain immediately after the other games."
"A senorita-chas e? I don't understand."
"You will presently. Do you mark those three active young
fellows, who are rubbing down their ponies so near together,
and who yet eye each other so malevolently? "
"Yes; the younger of the trio are alike enough to be twin
fJrothers."
"Th.ey are so, and are so much alike in appearance and dis-position as often to be mistaken for each other," said Provost. "The other and elder is called Vasco, and is something
of a desperate character, I am told. The three have so long
been rivals for the affections of Benjamina, one of the
prettiest and most coquettish of the Indian mountain maidens
hereabouts, and have had so many quarrels on her account
that their history is well known in the Guayaquil district.
-she leads them a pretty race to-day, and, I believe, has signi1ied her intention to reward with her hand the one who
-catches her, and thus put an end to the rivalry."
"You surprise me," said I. "This woman-chasi ng is a well'known custom among the Tartar nomads of the Asian Steppes;
and also, I believe, among certain Indian tribes of North
America, but I was not before aware of its being in vog-0.e
ln tl!is quarter of the globe."
"It is, nevertheless, so," said my friend. "I have often
wondered at the strange similarity of the customs, rites, and
games in vogue among savage or half-savage races living In
widely separated quarters .of the world. In the wife in prospect, you will, at all events, witness some superb horsemanship. The Indians or both sexes o'n these table-lands could
almost vaunt, as does Dazzle in the play, of having been born
on horseback. I only hope that nothing tragic may . ·1Tlg o_ut
of the coming contest."
"What do you mean?"
"Why, this little mountain witch, Benjamina, will, of course,
manage to be caught by the one she secretly prefers, ·and then
I predict there will be trouble, sooner or later. The defeated brother may acquiesce, though, sullenly enough, but I
would not answer for as much on the part of the beetlebrowed rascal, Vasco, yonder. These primitive people, in
spite of their ordinary innocent, happy-go-luck y ways, are extremely revengeful In their love affairs. But let us hasten,
or the round-house yonder will be full before we can get
llllAny
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still more brutal prize-fights- the latter consisting of halfnaked, brawny n€groes testing their butting powers till one
or the other contestant fell senseless in the arena.
Games of this sort had ever _inspired me with pure horror,
and they had even less interest for me on this occasion, in
view of the more romantic and picturesque event that was
in prospect.
The intermediary performances , however, concluded with an
exciting game of aycha, which was well worth the witnessing.
It is a simple, but bold and hazardous, trial of strength
and skill.
A wife-hunt is, perhaps, the most appropriate name that
can be given to it.
The girl-rider is pursued by one or more of her adt"J.irers,
in proportion to her good looks and general popularity with
the opposite sex; and, though the race is often an angry an
exciting one, she is mostly supposed to at least faciJitate her
own capture on th~ part of the suitor of whom she really
prefers, which rendtl-~ it a mutual and bona-fide wooing, after
all; and in this it may be said to be a more genuine affair
cf the heart and feelings than many of the wife-hunts that
are in vogue in more pretentiously civilized countries.
We witnessed four of these races on the day in question,
all of them exciting and amusing to both spectators and participants; but I was mostly interested in the last, which involved the pursuit of Benjamina, the mountain belle, by the
three rivals who had been pointed out to me at th wayside
pool.

Benjamina was a sprightly and pretty young woman 0£ apparently unmixed Indian stock.
'
Her figure was slender and willowy, her complexion was
ciear, brilliant and amber-tinted. '
She had a wonderful grace of movement, bold black eyes,
and long-fl.owing, coarse, black hair, which floated far below
her lissom waist, as she lightly leaped into the saddle, amid
the laughing and good-wishes of her female companions, who
seemed as careless and light-hearted as she.
Indeed, in her picturesque costume, she looked such a
tempting prize, as she curveted back and forth upon her
small and underbred, but mettlesome steed, in anticipation
for her lovers to start in pursuit, that I even wondered at
there being but three competitors for her hand.
"There would be more after her, but for the reputation of
these three," said my companion. "They are all deemed by
their fellows as wild and desperate men, and I suspect that
they can be robbers on occasion, quite as conveniently as
mule-drivers. But see-they are off."
The word had been given, and away dashed the mountain
maid, having been given fifty yards start, with the rival
lovers in mad pursuit.
Never had I witnessed finer horsemanship even in Me. ·,:,o
The pursuers were dressed much alike, with all the bravery
of gold-colored sombreros, tight-fitting, hussar-like jackets,
and broadly-fring ed trousers of bleached llama skin, hung
here and there with tinkling little bells, with the- single exception of the broad sashes about their waists.
These were their marks of distinction, Manuelo's sash being
yellow, Marto's blue and Vasco's red.
For several reasons it was an exciting race.
In the first place, the narrow plateau was inters:oersed with
rocks and clumps of chaparral, which allowed of any amount
of dexterous dodging-mak ing it a sort of hide-and-seek on
horseback, in fact; and in the next place, though the twin,
Marto, was evidently the worse mounted of. the three-his •
brother and Vasco having about equally as good horses-it .
was pretty well understood among the spectators that he,
there."
Marto, was the secretly favored, and therefore the one by
I will pass over the cack-fights, the bull-fights, and the whom Benjamina meant to be captured.
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If this was the case, however, it was evident that she would
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But pluck and horsemansh ip had been cunningly suppleve to maneuver very shrewdly, for such was the energy of mented by loving strategy and
natural inclination, and the
Manuelo and Vasco, that she more than once narrowly es• mountain beauty was destined
as the bride of the man she
caped having the gariie snatched out uf her hands by one or loved.
the other of these two.
The enraged Vasco, however, was already giving vent to
At one time a lucky clump of chaparral alone saved her his disappointm ent and to threats
at vengeance, in spite of
om Manuelo's clutch; and then again Vasco was so close the laughs and jeers that beset
him on every side.
upon her, with flashing eyes and outstretche d arm, that she
"I . was cheated by a base trick-robb ed by the meanest
only escaped by flinging herself prone upon the offside of her treachery!" we overheard
him exclaim, in the villainously
ony, and bringing it to such a sudden halt that her pursuer mongrel Spanish that forms
the dialect of these people.
shot far ahead in advance.
"Carrajo! I will not submit to it!"
Then, before she could recover himself, she was scouring
"Peace, Vasco!" said Manuelo mournfully . "I, like thee,
another quarter of the plateau, in dangerous proximity to have been defeated in the
race. The fates were against us
the poorly-mou nted Marto, whose other rival just then chanc- both."
ed to get temporarily mixed up in a cactus-thick et.
"Carramba, no! It was not fate, but the treachery of thy
- -;n""~"'sently they all four disappeared be_h ind a series of small brother, that lost her to me at least," hoarsely vociferated
clumps, about a dozen rods away, and their reappearan ce was Vasco. "Let him look to himself! A fortnight must yet
waited with no little suspense, for it was felt that the result elapse before the marriage. Ere that shall come to pass--"
would there be decided.
Here a roar of disapproba tion drowned his passionate
It was so, but in a manner not altogether looked for.
words, and my companion and I rode away.
A week or ten days later, when I was preparing to quit
Benjamina first burst into view, in a narrow space between
two cactus clumps, and so closely pursued by Manuelo that Guayaquil for the southern coast, I saw a man being led to
his outstreched hand was in among the raven meshes of her the jail by a squad of soldiers, with a furious mob at his heels.
The man, to my astonishme nt, was Vasco.
outblown hair.
I ran for information to Mr. Prevost, whom I perceived
But she successfully executed the same trick upon him
which she had played shortly before upon Vasco, that is, making his way out of the crowd.
-throwing herself upon her pony's neck and coming to a stop
''The trouble has come as I anticipated ," said he. "The
so suddenly as, to cause him to miss his grasp and then go body of poor Marto is said to have been found an hour ago
plunging ahead far beyond her.
among the rocks, having been murdered."
But in this instance she was more tardy in recovering her
"And Benjamina! ,•
own equilibrium than before.
"Poor child! She is doubtless upon the mountain, wringing
In<'IP§.11, before she could do so and get away again, Vasco, her hands and tearing her hair in her mother's
cabin. Marta
who had been following close behind Manuelo, spurred down and she were to have been married in three days. Let us go
upon her like a whirlwind, giving utterance to a wild and up there, and see if we can comfort her with some little
triumphant cry.
present. I fear they are carrying up the body of the murBut neither was the prize of youth and beauty for him.
dered man, to lay at her feet."
When Vasco was midway in his onward rush, Marta, who
I willingly assented.
had made an unexpected detour, suddenly sprang out of the
On our way up the mountain we passed the sad group, who
cacti to the left and collided upon his rival's flank with such were carrying the corpse upon a
litter of green boughs, with
a shock that Vasco's saddle girth was burst asunder and he the face covered.
went floundering in the dust, while his riderless steed galWe hurried on towards the cabin of old Marianna, Benjalop~d far away.
mina's well-to-do widowed mother.
hen Benjamina dashed away in the clumps once more,
The girl had heard of the tragedy a few minutes before our
with Marto close upon her heels, the other twin bringing up arrival.
a furious but almost hopeless rear.
With her mother at her side, vainly striving to comfort her,
The suspense of the spectators was now wrought up to she was standing in front of
the cabin, the picture of desothe maddest pitch, but it was of brief duration.
lation and despair.
While the unhorsed Vasco picked •h imself up, with a
The litter had just been set down, and one of those who had
peculiarly murderous expression on his dark face, there first accompanie d it, a humble
priest, was about to uncover the
galloped into view Benjamina' s pony without a rider.
pallid face to the agonized gaze of the girl, when a muleteer's
Then, amid a storm of applause from the on-lookers, came ,;hrill Tierra-lira cry was heard,
not far away, and the next
the
ored Marto, with the girl in his arms.
instant Marto, her lover, alive and well, bounded in among us.
Riding after them came Manuelo, with a pale cheek and
With a great, joyous cry, Benjamina rushed into his arms,
lowering brow, his smile of easy confidence having given while Marto, even while he
clasped her, looked first at one
place to smothered rage and troubled discontent; though, for then at the other of us,
and then at the litter, with a
that matter, his disappointm ent was resignation 's self com- puzzled, frightened expression.
pared with Vasco, whose aspect was more like that of a bafThen, with a wild cry of "My brother-m y brother!" the
fled fiend than anything else I could conceive of.
youth was on his knees at the side of the litter, moaning and
Though pale from her hard riding, Benjamina s handsome sobbing out his wild lamentation
s.
face was wreathed with smiles as she was brought in to reVasco's vengeance had mistaken his victim, and the perceive the congratulat ions of her friends; and she seemed joy- sonal resemblanc e that had saved
Benjamina an affianced husous that, according to the custom of her people, there was !;)and had cost the latter his
twin-brothe r's life.
no appeal from the result of the trial to which she had subThis dreadful event deferred the marriage of the lovers
mitted herself.
for another fortnight; but I am glad to be able to state that
How different, however, would have been the girl's feelings Vasco was tried, convicted and
executed before my departure
had she fallen to the lot of Manuelo, for whom she had no _from Guayaquil -only four days
after his cowardly assassinaliking, or Vasco, of whom she had stood in positive dread, tion of Manuelo, for though
there was an error of intention,
can read!ly be imagined!
the deed was as diabollcal as ft could otherwise hav
een.
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No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-O ne of the most instructive books
on cooking ever published. It_ contains. recipes for cooking meats,
fish, game, and oy,ters ; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
cooks.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE. -It contains informatio n for
4!Verybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will tea<'h you how
to
:::iake almost anything around the honse, such as parlor ornaments
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.'

ELECTR ICAL.

No: 31. H9W T9 _BECOME A SPEAKE R.-Contai
fou~
teen 11lustrat10ns, g1vmg the different positions requisite ning
to becoD:11(
a good speaker, reader and elocutionis t. Also containing gems
fro:1»1
a!I the populal' !1Uthors of prose and poetl'y, ananged in the mo«'<
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. !IOW TO DEBA'.J;E......C.:.Giving rules for conducting dt.
bates, outlines for. de~ates, questions for discussion. and the be-1
sources for procurmg mfol'matio n on the questions given.

SOCIET Y.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'I'.-' .rhe arts and wiles of flirtation
fully E'"-l)luiJ:!ed by this litt:a book.· Besides the various methodsal'(:,
of o
ha_r.dkerch1ef,_ fan. glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con·
">
!ams a _full hst of the language and sen'timent of flowers, which
l1
m_terestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happf
without one.
. ~o. 4. H_OW _TO DANCE is the title of a. n~w
handsome
h_ttie _book Just issued by }j~rank Tousey. It containsand
full
t10ns m the art of dancin:g, etiquette in the ball-ro'bm and at instruc
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popularpal'tie1i.
squair
dances.
No. ~- HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to Iov1.,
co11rtsh1p and ma~riage, giving sensible advice, rules ana etiquetui
to be observed, with many cudous and interesting things not ge11
erally known.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.- Containin g full instruction In thtl
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad giving
sele('t ions of c&lors, material. and bow to bate them made up. the
~o. 18. HOW TO BECO;\IE BEAU'.rI FOL.-On e of th~
~..;1ghtest and_ most valuable little books ever given to the
world .
Everybody WJShes to know how to become beautiful both male
an4l
female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. 'Read this b~
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

BIRDS AND ANIMA LS.

No .. ~- HOW_ TO K~EP BIRDS.-H andsomel y illustrated anti
contammg full mstruct10n s for the manageme nt and
training of tbfJ
canary, mockingbi rd, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 39 HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY , PIGEONS AND
RABBIT S.-A useful and instructive book. Handsome ly illuetrated. By Ir(( Drofraw.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.- Including bin
on how to catch moles, weasels, ottel', rats, squirrels and bird-,
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated . By J. Harringto
Keene.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANil\IAL S.-11
valuable book, giving instruction s in collecting, preparing, mountine7
and preservin~ birds, arimals and insects.
Ko .. 5-i. IlO~ TO KEEP AND l\IANAGE PETS.-G iving com•
plet~ mformat10 n as to the m_anner an_d method of mising, keepin&'.
~ammg, _breedmg, an_d managmg all kmds of pets; also giving fuili
1nstruct1_ons for m!lkm~ cages, etc. Fully,expl ained by twenty-eig
h~
1llus!rat10ns, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind en:.>
published.

~o. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTR ICITY.-A de1cr1ption of the won<lerful uses of electricity and electro magnetism
together with full instruction s for making Electric Toys., Batteries'.·
.. t~
. v Geo.rge Trebel, A. :M., M. D. Containing ovel' fifty ilustrat1ons.
No. G4. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRI CAL MACIIIN ES.-Contajning full directions for making electrical machines, induction
co1ls, dynamos. 'and many novel toys to be worked by electl'icity.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW 'I.'O DO ELECTRI CAL TRICKS. -Containi ng a
MISCEL LANEO US.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BEUO11E A SCIE'-TI ST.-A useful and tilt'
together witli illustration s. By A.. Anderson.
structive book, giving a compl~te treatise on chemistry · also
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathemati cs, chemistry. and e•<
die
ENTER TAINME NT.
rections for making fireworks, colored firfs, and gas balloons. Thlia
No. 9. HOW TO BECO~\IE A VENTRIL OQUIST. -By Harry book cannot be
equaled.
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy l'eading
No. 14. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY. -A complete hand-book fo;,
this hook of instru<>tions, by a practical professor ( delighting multi- making
all kinds of candv. ice-crealll,., syl'up~ essences. etc~ etc.
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations ), can master
the
No.
84. ·llOW TO BECO;\IE A,y AUTt:1.O R.-Contain ing fu L
·, , and cr<'ate any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the informatio
n regarding9cboice of fl.Ubjects, the use of words and thli
createst book <'Ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscrip t. Also contain~
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTA IN AN EVENING PARTY. -A valuable
informatio
n as to the neatness, legibility and gen<'ral com
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendiu m position of manuscrip
t, essential to a successful author. By Princt1
of games, sports, card diversions, c-omic recitations , etc., suitable ·Hiland.
for parlor or drawing-ro om entertainm ent. It contains more for the
No. 38. HOW TO BECO;\IE YOUR OWN DOCTOR .-A WOfio.
money than any book published.
del'ful book, containing useful and practical informatio n
in tbQ
No. 35. HO'W TO PLAY GA.i\IES. -A complete and useful little treatment
of ol'dinary diseases and ailments common to eveey
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, f mily. Abounding
in
useful
and
effective
recipes
for
general
comn
backgammon. croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUND RUMS.-C ontaining all plaints.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-C ou•
the leading conundrum s of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches
taining valuable informatio n regal'diug the collecting and arrangill,8
r
d witty saying~.
of stamps and coins. Handsome ly illustrated .
,., ' ~- HOW TO PLAY CARDS.- A complete and handy little
58. IIOW TO BE A DETECT IVE.-By Old King Braay
book, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- theNo.
world-know n detective. In which he lays down some valuablt;
bage. Casino, Forty-F-ive, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker,
and
sensible
rules for beginners, and also relates some adventure11
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and rcany other popular games of cards. and experience
s of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES .-Contain ing over three bun60. HOW TO BECOME A PIIOTOG RAPHER .-Containdred interesting puzzles and conundrum s, with key to same. A ingNo.
useful
informatio
n regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated . By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photogr3J) hic Magic Lantern Slides and
othel'
Transparen cies. Handsome ly illustrated
. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUE TTE.
Abney.
•
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUE
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITAR '!:
Is a great life Recret, and one that evel'y young man desil'es TTE.-It
to know CADET.- Containin g full explanatio ns how to gain admittan
all about. There's happin"ess in it.
course of Study, Examinati ons, Duties, Staff of Officers, Po.
No. 33. HOW.TO BEHAVE .-Contain ing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulat;ions, Fire Departmen t, and all
a boy shoul
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and
written by Lu Senarens, authol\'
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and
of "How to BP<>ome a Naval Cadet."
in the drawing-room.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NA VAL CADET.- Complete
structions of bow to gain admission to the Annapolis Navlim,,
DECLA MATION .
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction , descriptio.-i
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITAT
of grounas and buildings, histol'ical sketch. and everything a bop
-Containi ng the most popular sele,.tions in use, comprising IONS.
Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Col!I!"
di.,.tect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writt<'n by Lu Senarens,
author of "How to Becom~ 6'
with many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH . OR 3 FOR, 125 CENTS .
Addres s FRANK TOUSE Y, Publish er, 24 Union Square , New York.,
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CONTAINING THE GREAT FRED FEARNOT STORIES.

32

COLORED COVERS.

•

PAGES.
PRICE 5 CENTS.
521 Fred Fearnot's Stand for Justice; or, The Only Way to

116 Fred Fearnot's Best Trick; or, Fooling Them All.
517 Fred Fearnot•s ' Blocked Kick; or, The Play that Won the
Championship.
li18 Fred Fearnot's Night of Terror; or, In Deadly Danger.
619 Fred Fearnot's Desperate Stand; or, Winning in the Last
Half.
620 Fred Fearnot's Secret Foes; or, Standing on His Guard .

Win.

522 Fred Fearnot's Diamond Skates; or,

Him a Friend.
523 Fred Fearnot's Tussle With Toughs; or, Holding Out for:

His Rights.
524 Fred Fearnot ·and the Norwegian; or, Using Skif' to Save

a Town.

SERVIC E ' '

''SECRE
T
OLD
y
AND

OUNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES

32

COLORED COVERS.

''PLUCK

PRICE 5 CENTS.

PAGES.

ill The Bradys after the Chines~ Tong Fiends; or, The Secret Cellar on Mott Street.
i12 The Bradys and the Fatal Footprint; or, The Trail Which
Led to Death.
'13 The Bradys and the Black Shadow; or, Lost in Dismal
Swamp.
li14 The Bradys' $20,000 Case; or, The Detectives' Fight for
a Life.

515 The Bradys and the Veiled Picture; or, Sentenced
for Life to Silence.
516 The Bradys and No. 775; or, The Messenger Boy Who
Was Robbed.
517 The Bradys and the Five Jars; or, Dead for Twelve
Hours.
518 The Bradys and the Hidden Room; or, Tracing a Mysterious Clew.

AND
o:r ALL

LUCK''

CONTAINING STORIES
COLORED COVERS.

32

KINDS.

PRICE 5 CENTS.
548 From Bootblack to Broker; or, The Luck of a Wall Street

PAGES.

H4 The Boy Messenger of Russia; or, The Czar's Secret Despa.tch Bearer. By Allan Arnold.
145 Monte Cristo, Jr.; or, The Diamonds of the Borg!as. By
Howard Austin.
li46 The Boy Privateer Captain; or, Lost on a Nameless Sea.
By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
ti47 The Boys in Blue; or, The Football Champions of Cherryville. By Allan Arnold.

Boy. By A Retired Broker.
549 The Block House Boys; or, The Young Pioneer of the
Great Lakes. By An Old Scout.
550 The White Boy Slaves; or, The Student Exiles of Siberia.
By Richard R. Montgomery.

551 A Coral Prison; or, The Two Boy Hermits of the Indian
Ocean. By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.

tfor sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, b:,

~ANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, N. Yo

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
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. ......................... 190
DEAR Sm-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.,.., •. copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ........................... ........................... ...........••
"
" WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos .................•........ ........................... .....•
.,,.o.. " " WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos ..................•..... .' ........................... .......••
.,., • • "
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ...............•........... ..........................• •
..:. • . "
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos ........................... ........................... .......••
...-. • . "
" SECRET SERVICE, Nos ..............•........... ........................... ...........•
.-o. . "
" FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, NOS ........................... ·.....................•.•
,. •. • "
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos ........................... ........................... .....••••
ilame ........................... . Street and No ..•............... Town .......... Rtate ......•....•.•••

S OF '7(

~I1HE LIBERT

.A Weeldy Magazine containing· Stories of the A1nerican R~_~olut:
By H A R RY MOORE.
These stories are based on actual facts and give 11
ica n youths who were always ready and willing to im
Independence. Every number will consist of 32 la.rg"'

'thful account of the exciting adventures of a brave band
their lives for the sake of helping a long the gallant
of reading matter, bound in a beautiful colored cover.

~' be Liberty BoJ·s on P icket Duty : or, l~aciug t b e W or, ·
Dangers.
3-17 The Liberty Boys and the French Spy; or, The Battle of l ,b- :-:R Tli~ ai~~~-~rty Boys a nd th e (.!uee n's Rangers; or, R a idi t;> '
kirk' s Hill .
::86 '.l'h e LibNty Hors at Savanna h : or. Attacked on All Sid
:HS 'l'he Liberty Boys at Reedy l◄'or k ; or, Keeping tbe British l'uz- :187 '£h e Liberty Bo.rs a nd n e Kalh : or. Di ck Slater 's Last /1
zled .
.-:ss ~' he Liberty BoJ·s· Seve u B att Jes: o ,·. Figbtiug in tbe 1,10, ·
349 The Liberty Boys and "Capta in Jack' ' : or, J,en ming th e Enemy ·s 389 The Liberty Boys and t he l'ress Gang; or, 'l'he Raid on !µ·01

LATEST

I ::845

ISSUES :

Plans.

Tavern.

:lfJO The Liberty Boys at Baskin g Hidge: o,·. T h e Loss of Genera l Lee . 3!10 The Liberty Boys at tile U •ath Line: or. Sav ing t ile l'r'
:J51 The Libe rty Boys floldi11g (juintau ·s Bridge: 0 1·, llepuls,ng Ha ngLogtown.
ers a nd Regulars:
391 'l'bP Lio1: 1·ty no.rs ·in l 'ri son: or, Tbe !,;scape from the O
:i,,:i The Liberty Hovs on Harren II ill : or. Fighting with L afayette.
House.
35:1 '£h e Libe rty Boy s U nder !•' ire: or, The '·Rebel " G irl of Caro iln',l, :l!l2 'l'he Liberty Boys lo'Jank ing the Enemy; or, Putnam' s Ciever 1,
:;;;.J. The Libe rty Bo.rs' Hard Times: or. Tb,• Maseacre of Buford s 393 Th e Liberty Roys and t be :-.;ight \Yatch: o r, \\"hen the Hr il ,,
Command.
H e ld New York.
,
:i;;:; The Liberty Boys and the ::\t a d Provost : or, ( ' . ught in tbe Reign 394 The Libe r ty Boss on King's ::\fountain ; o r, A Hot Time fo • u,,.
of '!'error.
British .
:1~,fi Th e Libe rty Hovs· C'rnck S hots: or. 'I'he Capt ure of Philadelphia. 395 'l'be Liberty . Ro.rs a nd t he Blind Bor ; or, The Strnngest S y , •
:1;;7 'l'h e Liberty Boys' Gun Squad : or. Hot Work on h •· Hills. .
A IL
:l:\8 'l' h e Libe rty Bo~•s' War Trail: o r, Hunting Dow,. 1 · Redskms. :\!JG Th e Liberty Boys' Rea r -Guard: or. Covering G reene's Retreat.
35!1 'l'he Liberty Hoys and Cap ta in Talbot: or. Tho l"i • Bt·ig of the 3!l, T he Liberty Boys at '·T e n t'abi n"; or, The )1ost Daugeruu s l'la!'I•
Hndson .
in GP01·gi11 .
·
3G0 'fhe Liberty Boys in Win ter Quarters: or, S ki m ., sh in g l11 the :{98 Th e Libe r ty 1:0.rs u11d t h e ::\lasked .Due li st; ot·, Running L>uw n
Snow.

I

I

thP Night Hi dl'l'S.

3G1 Th e Libe rty Boys and t h e "Terro r'': or, The Masked Sp,1• of ::nu Th e Libert.,· I·:oys· Cndergrou11cl Ba tt le; or, Trapped in a ::\[u 111
Harlem He ight s.
mot h !'are.
36:! Th <> Libe rty Boys on the Hapid An na : or, The Fight at R,1<·eoon -100 T be Libe,·ty Boy s· Jn visih lP F o<•; or, Fighting Death in t h •·
Fore!.
n ark.
•
·
3\3:~ 'l'h e l.iberty Boys' Fierce Retreat: or, Driven Out o f Manllattan . -101 Th e Libe r t y Jlu;·s and t he Hea dl ess Scout; or, Shadcw·:-;l by .\ 11
:rn-l The Liberty Boys with Hand's Riflemen; or, The Fight of the
fJnknown .
H essians.
!02 The LibPrry Boys· Vengea n<'e: or. Punish ing a Dese r ter.
3(\:i Th e Liberty Boys at Tanan t's 'l'avern: or. Ru !'pr! seil hv 'l'nrl ~to n. 40P. Tile T. ibe ,· ty Boy s anrl Hill Cunningham: or. (.' bas ing the "13 00<11
:J(\(i The Liberty Boys' Drum Beat ; or, Calling Out -the Patriots.
i:kout."
·
ilG7 ThP Libel'ty Boys in a Tight Place ; or, Dick Slater·s L ucky -104 Th f' l.ibPL·ty Boys on Kett le C' l'eek: or. !touting Boyd' s Ba , <l ir,•
405 The Liberty Bors· \Vatch Fire: or. The Raid at ~Iile Squa,re. :;:
S h ot.
3G!\ The J;ihe rty Boys Settling Ol d Scores : or, 'l'h c Capture u[ Ge u- -101; 'l'he Libei·t.r Hoys taking Fort George: or, Running out Sinko!;"
er nl Pres<"o tt.

Hangers.

3<l!l ThP Liberty Boys and Trumpeter Barney: or. The Hrnve Bugler's
Dt•fiance.
,
3 70 Thl' Liberty Boys in Irons: or, Caugh t on a P,·ison Sh ip.
:J 71 'l'he Liberty Boys and the Refugees: or, The i,;s,•a pe a t Ba ttle
Pass.
3 72 The Liberty Boys After the J agers: or, Tbe Ameri ca n Cause in
P e ril.
373 The L iberty Boys' Li ghtning Sweep: 01·, The Affair nt Hnge ley's
Mill.
:n4 The Liberty Boys and t h e Dumb i\fes11enge r ; or, Ou t wi t h t h e
lllonntain i\fen .
:l i5 The Liberty Boys· Cavalry Cha rge: or. Running Out t h e Skinners.
::7/j The Lib~r ty Ho.vs· Senet : or. The Girl Spy o [ Bruoklyn .
:;77 Tbe Liberty Boys in t he Swamp: or. Fighting Along th·' San tee.
:: 78 The Liberty Boys· Compa ct: o r. Bound by a n Oat h.
::7!l 'l'he Liberty Bo~·s· Hollow Square : or. lloldi11g olf th<' ! ,•s$inns.
::80 The Libert~• Boys· <'011ntersig11: or, llot \\'ork nt th ,• ·'orts.
::~1 The Liberty Boys· Gol d ('hest: o r, The Old 'l'ory· s a •• , •t.
::82 The Liberty l:<ors H e lping H a rden: o r. Spy Again st :-i11.v.
::s3 The Liberty Boys at Chcny Vall ey; or, Battling with Brant.

_.

-H>, The J.ilw r tr Bo.rs and ('ap ta in Sue; or, He lped by Gi rl l'a t,
-108 Th e Libe rty Boys· l•' igbting l're\'ost: or, Warm Work in Ge
,I0ll 'l'lu, Libe rty Boy s ' Ba,.,.icncle: or. Holding o0' t h e Hessians.
ell 0 The Liberty Boy s ou t lw Watc h : or, The P lot to Invade
Yo rk.
411 The Liberty Boys a t F ai r fie ld ; or, A Bold Dash Acros
Sound.
-!12 The Libe rty Boys' Sag Harbor Sortie; or, Marvellous Work
Co lone l ~le igs.
41 a The Liberty Boy s a n<l Lh e Gypsy Sp~; or, Learni11g U,e Kne111y ·
·
rets.
414 The Liberty Boys " nd t he Wicked Six; or, 'l'he Plan to Kidnap
i11 gton .
415 The Liherty Boy s and "Ma.d Mary": or. l•'ighting Among the Hill
! 1 r, 'l'he Liber 1y Boys Indi a.11 Runner: or, 'I hrns ning the Red R a iders.
4 17 The Lihert,y Boys in Canvas Town; or, 'l'he Worst Place in Old
York.
41 R 'l'h e J,ibcrty Bo:vs on t he Dela wa re : or. Holding Fort Mifflin .

or~.

th••

· ash-

.
!Se\\

I

l<'or sale by all n ewsdealers. or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money o r postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Squ a,re, N . Y.

IF YOU WANT A NY BACK NUMBERS

of our Weeli:-~ J and cann ot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and
in I.he followi4g Order B lank and send It to us with the price of the weeklies you w ant and we will send them to you
return mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONIJY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publi sher, 2--1: U nion Square, New York.
DEAn Sm-En closed find . .. ... cents for which please send me:
. . . . copies of WORK AND WIN. Nos .. ..... . ............................................. . ........ .
" " WID:B, AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos ................... . .............................. . . ... :
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